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ALIJUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

VOLUME 20
CALIFORNIA'S

TREMBLOR HFLPS ONE WELL

President's Nomination of Former Delegate Rodey
As United States Judge for the District of
Porto Rico, Sent to Senate.

V

KILLED

German Schuetzenfest of the German
Sharpshooters of this state opened
at the Shuetzen Park today, and will
last two days. The attendance
very large and some of the best shots
In the state are here to take part
The festival is in
In the contests.
the nature of a 'popular feast and the
s
of this city have
made special efforts to provide for
the amusement and pleasant enter
tainment of the thousands who have
come here to attend the festival. The
amusement program includes a con
eert this afternoon and a dance this
.
evening.
German-American-
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a'pure FOOD SHOW
Montreal, Que., May 15. Under the
auspices of the Retail Grocers' Association of Montreal, a Pure Food Show
will be opened at the Victoria Rink
this evening, which, will remain open
eleven! days. It is quite a large af
fair, and Is expected to be a great sue
cess. The arrangements are In close
imitation of those at the various large
pure food shows held in various cities
in the United States.

MAKES ANSWER
IN THE FEDERAL COURT
Chicago, May 15. The attorneys for
go
terria
to
responsibility
honor and
Alexander Dowio today file an
tory. The Citizen need not speak of John
answer in the federal court in the re
for
Rodey
Mr.
qualifications
of
the
ceivership proceedings brought against
the place. His ability, his integrity, Dowie some time ago. In answer.
industry,
untiring
application,
his
his
Dowle denied that he Is insolvent if
to every interest all his property
his faithfulness
were restored to him
high spirit of

placed in his hands, his
honor and Justice, need not be told to
those residing In his own city, or to
those in the territory who twice
upon him the highest gift
which a territory has to confer. The
Citizen predicts for Judge Rodey a
MANAGER OF IROQUOIS
long and useful occupancy of the posiTHEATER ON TRIAL. tion to which the president has called
Chicago, May 13. W. J. Davis, who him.
was manager of the Iroquois theater
at the time of the great fire in that NO STATEHOOD REPORT
HAS YET BEEN MADE.
building, was arraigned today on the
charge of manslaughter, growing out Special to The Evening Citizen.
of the fire. By agreement with the
Washington, D. C, May 15. The
state's attorney, a continuance was statehood conferees held a' confertomorrow.
until
taken
ence for two hours today. Some pro
gress was made, but no report has
yet been announced.
StLECT SITE FOR
W. H. H. Llewellyn was at the
ODD FELLOWS' HOME White house today to call on his old
Rough Rider
Major
commander.
Llewellyn,
States attorney.
WILL BE LOCATED IN ROSWELL has the fullas United
support of the depart
TRACT PLANTED
ON
of justice, in the prosecution of
IN
FRUIT TREES AN IDEAL mentPecos
valley lano cases.
the
SPOT.
It is predicted that congress will
N. E. Stevens has returned from a adjourn between June 20 and July 1.
trip to Roswell where he went as one SENATE HAMMERED AWAY
of the trustees of the New Mexico
ON RAILROAD RATE BILL.
Odd Fellows' organization to assist in
Washington, D. C, May 15. The
erection
the
for
a
of
site
the selection
of a territorial home for aged and decrepit Odd Fellows, their wives and
orphans.
meeting of the terriAt the la-torial grand lodge, it was decided
to erect a home for Odd Fellows and
a committee of trustees to select the
site and look after the erection of the
building was appointed, consisting of
N. E. Stevens of thlsvcity, A. A. Bear-ru- p
of Carlsbad, Alexander Bowie of
Gallup, John Jelf3 of Raton, and Mark
Howell of Roswell.
The first meeting of this board of
trustees was held May 1 at Roswell
and that city decided upon as the
town in which the home should .be
erected. The trustees at once began
looking around for a suitable site, finally deciding upon a place near that
city, containing pome ten acres, plant-i- d
with about 700 fruit trees and with
Asuncion, Paraguay, May 13. The
a perpetual water right upon it. An agricultural
exposition, arranged by
offer was made to the trustees by the
owner which was at onre accepted the National Agricultural Society of
and the deal will be closed in the near Paraguay, opened here today at the
future, upon the return of the owner
The
School of Agriculture.
of the property, who was out of the exposition, which is of the character
city at the time the board of trustees of a fair, will remain open until Sun- held their final meeting on the matter. day, June 17. It Includes live plants,
Mr. Stevens stated that it was an fruit, and cultivated
plant products,
ideal location and one well suited to rural Industries, dairy products, poul
$3,000
About
band.
in
purposes
the
try, and all kinds of machinery, appll
will be expended upon the erection ances, etc., used in the various
conso
will
be
which
building
of a
branches of agriculture and re!atel
structed as to allow of Its being added Industries.
demands.
to as occasion
principally
The exposition was
planned for (home exhibitors, but foreign exhibitors were permitted to disSHOT THROUGH THE
play their products under certain reBODY
HEAD AND
strictions. Cafh prizes will only be
awarded to home exhibitors, but there
TEN-ACR-

PRESIDENT SENDS LETTER
OF TAFT'S TO CONGRESS
Washington, D. C, May 15. The
president today transmitted to con- gress a letter from Secretary Taft, ac
companled by numerous appendices, In
which the secretary has the full approval of the president and lays down
the principle that supplies for the
Panama canal should be bought in the
cheapest market, all things considered.
whether American or foreign. When
this policy was inaugurated by the
secretary over a year ago, he sent the
letter asking congress if this impartial
buying In the best market should continue .and In the letter sent to con
gress today, Taft reminds the presl
dent that congress returned no answer
to his questions.
DOWIE

B. S. RODEY.

MONTREAL IS HOLDING

ed

E

Extended legal arguments
the filing of the answer.

COMMERCE
COMMISSION RESUMES.
Philadelphia. Pa., May 15. The in
terstate commerce commission! met

here today in the federal building to
resume investigation of alleged con
nections between the railroads and
the larger coal conTpanles.
DECLARED BY
STANDARD OIL CO
New York, May 15. The Standard
Oil company today declared a quar
DIVIDEND

terly dividend of $9 a share. This
compares with $15 In the last pre
vioug quarter and $9 a year ago.
NEW YORK HAS
OPENED A NEW CANAL
Albany. N. Y., May 15. The Cham

ALBANY,

plain canal was opened to traffic for
noon. The opening of
the canal was delayed by some work
which had to be done on the barge
canal.

the season this

Iuls,

Spelter.

Mo.,
lower, at $5.90.

May

15.

Spelter,

CONCERT

MONSTER

GIVEN

IN MADISON SQUARE
Memorial to Gilmore, the Famous American
Bandmaster Who Died in 1872 Audi- -'
torium Will Seat 2,000 People.
New York. May 15. A monster of solos by prominent singers and
concert will be given In Madison musicians.
Gilmore was born on Chri:mas,
Souare Garden this evening, to honor
the memory of Patrick Sarsfield Gil- - 1829, in Ballygar, Ireland, and came
more, the famous American band- io mis country at the age or 19 years.
master, whose death. la 1872, left a In 1858 he brought Gilmore 's band in
great void In the ranks of American to existence.
Fort Sumner
nad
conductors. Anticipating a tremend- scarcely fallen lefore he attached his
Twenty-fourtous attendance the seating caiwcity tand to the
Massachu
of Madison Square Garden has been setts Volunteers, and later he reorincreased til about 12,000, by utilizing ganized all the state military hands
the large floor 6pace of the hall, under a commission from Governor
where collapsible chairs were placed. Andrew. He served through ih war
So great has been the demand for an! was appointed bandmaster gen
loxes and seats that there is every eral by Major General Banks. The
reason to believe that the halt will close iof the war brought his- first
musical event. At the inauguration
be crowded In every part tonight.
When the plan was first proosed. or Governor
Hahn in Lafayette
to give a concert In honor cf Gll- - square, isew Orleans, Gilmore conmore's memory, the suggestion was ducted a chorus of 10.000 school child
received everywhere with reat en ren ami an orchestra of 600 men. Ac
thusiasm. Few men In the musical companied by the booming of 86 canprofession have had as many admirers non and the musketry of three com
in all classes of society as Gilmore, plete regiments, the children sang the
who was, undoubtedly, the most pop-ula- r "Star Spangled Banner," and other
.bandmaster that ever lived In patriotic songs. His next big musical
enterprise was the big Boston Musical
this country.
A Gilmore Memorial Concert com- festival, which began on June 15,
mittee was formed, which organized 1809. Then came the big Peace JuM
at the residence of John D. Crlmmins, lee in 1872, with a choru- of 20,000
by the election of Thomas M. Mnlry voices and an orchestra of 2,000 men
General Thomas L. It was held in Boston on June 17,
as president;
James and John D. Van Warmer aa 18(2, and continued for eighteen days
vice presidents; John D. Crlmmins, Boston pitnwed Its gratitude by pre
treasurer; John P. Carter, secretary senting Gilmore with two gold medals
ruin
on.i tr.
and director general, and Andrew Mc- - ami
f 1u",v;v.
Jt
1. ,
1
f
t.
r. .
t -- "l vjiiiijerit
Cormlck, manager.
in ioia
imi tun ucluu
audi
Many distinguished men, like Pres- to the Twenty-seconRegiment, and
ident Roosevelt, Archbishop Farley, began his series of 600 concerts in
Grover Cleveland, Gov- Gilmore's Garden, where Madison
ernor Frank WV Higgins, U. S. Sena- Square Garden now stands. In the
tor Thomas M. Carter, the Hon. Seth Centennial year, Gilmore went to
Low, and many others, became mem- Philadelphia, "where, on the Fourth
bers of the committee, and worked ct July, he gave a great national con
faithfully to make the concert a cert in Independence Square, In front
financial success. The project waa of the building where the Declaration
taken up by musicians everywhere, of Independence was signed, and then
with such enthusiasm, that In a few gave sixty concerts In the main build
days enough material was offered to ing of the exposition.
give three monster concerts.
In 1878 he took his band to Europe,
For the concert tonight a fine pro- and toured Great Britain, France,
gram has leen prepared.
Belgium and Holland with phe
Walter
Damrosch, Victor Herbert and John nomenal success. After his return
Phillip Sousa will be the conductors. from Europe the played fourteen sea
A large orchestra, composed of mem- sons at
Manhattan Beach, which
bers of various orchestras and bands greatly added to his popularity. His
of this city, will play selections un- last great event was the quadro-ce- n
der the direction of Mr. Sousa, and a tennlal concert, given In City Hall
chorus of one thousand well trained Square. December 21, 1892. It wad
voices, under the direction of Walter during that engagement that death
Damrosch, will sing several numbers. by heart failure overtook him. His
Besides that there will be a numlier body rests in Calvary Cemetery.
h
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EXPOSITION THE CRAPSEY HERESY TRIAL

AGRICULTURAL

n

followed

INTERSTATE

St.

HELD BY PARAGUAY

RESULTS IN GUILTY

.

Primarily For Home Products Yet Foreigners The Committee Hope He May Abandon His
May Participate Agricultural Country
Wrong Views Japan's Premier ReThereto.
Attention
and Gives
ports on Trouble in Manchuria.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Wlllard. N. M . May 15. Inez.
Romero was found dead about
four miles south of Wlllard, idiot
Ihroni'h the lnad and lo.lv. Nohas been Uisclue to the
covered. The man murdered was
the niavord'inio of 'he . heep
I.ucra.-owned bv Sururdino
'

ft?

will be a large roll of honor prizes

exhibitors.
fir foreign
......

America

BECOMES
A LITTLE MORE ACTIVE
15.
Boston, Mav
The wool market

The

ver- -

'tween the military and civil uuthorit-dic- t
in the heresy tr.il of Rev. Dr. ies over the beset means of settling
Algeron S. Crapsey v as today deliver- - the Manchuria difficulties. Tliu Japan-e- d
apparently, will not evacuate that
to the accused minister. Four of
the Jurors state that in their opinion a territory before they are assured that
as
follows: the Russians will get out in itccord- sentence should be passed
"That the respondent should be bus- - ance with the stipulations of the
pended from exercisiug the functions Portsmouth treaty.
of the church until such tim as lie
shall satisfy the e b siastlcal author-- BRAZIL TO THE FRONT
it ies of the diocese that his belief and
WITH A NEW VOLCANO.
teachings conform to the doctrines of
Rio de Janeiro, May 13. Hrazil is
the apostles' creed and the Xiceue experiencing 1j s share of seismic
creed ,as this church hath received
a (tew wlcano having sudthe same. However, we express the
at Poco
lis
earnest hope and desire that respond- denly made
.
state of
ent may see his way clearly during d'Atra in the
ll.u I liirl i-- .1 .... 3 tiu, i.M.h-- tile Qnr.riu The t iwn of IVx-- d'Anta was Imllt
.h
v,.f
must i,,i,.rver,u in,w,; at the tt-l.ase of a liinh conical iij hill
wic
me
-s
Wlllcu
co.eien nu
sentence can be tinii"i iiirci in
A
time ago the inKimimit.
i
auKiitlsfactlon of the
thority as to .such niformlty on his habitants were awakened by a
Hushing from their
(li t. ma' ion.
part."
!i.c overed that the top
houses t
JAPAN'S PREMIER IS
of the lull liad lo n Mown away, leavi i t'er,
which smoke
fr
ing a
BACK FROM MANCHURIA
5.
Tokio, May
I't ' niier Marquis and ilati.es wi re issuing. The course
Salonji returned l: i'- tolay from Mh of tin- ltiv.r Coii'iuita. which flows
completely
was
tour of the Inspect ion f ManrV.;, i,t. past the to. mi,
It is
dthat his "' 'M t will Bug. ch&um-.- t by 'he thoiisan Is of tons of
Best a solution 'A t lie deadlock be- - earth th.i. filled the original channel.
Rochester,

T))l lnost inu.r,.stlng AnM.,.k.an
play Is made in i he tiepartment of
chitiery and agricultural implements,
in which America excells all other
nations.
Paraguay is a great agricultural
country and agriculture lias reached
a bis-- i degree of development there.
This cxiosition is the first of its kind
tver held in Paraguay and is attra-ting a great deal of attention throughThe attendance on
out the country.
the opening day was satisfactory and
that It will prove a
it is exx-ctegreat success. If that h. pe should be
realized. It is expectid that similar
expositions will be held in Paraguay
every year.
INTEREST ON NOTES
STILL RUNS HIGH
N'. w York. May 1.Y
Kuhn. Uci &
company have purchased $r,ii,iii)ii,nnu
4.5 per cent not. s of the Pennsylvania
company, guarantee.! by the Peintsyl
vania Railroad company. The notes
are for eighteen month, beginning

has reached the stage of moderate
activity. Buyers are giving the nit- iiation more attention and some sales
are being liiaiU, through transactions
are small by necessity, owing to the
May
limited supply of raw material.

1, lin'O.

TROOPS

MAY DAY STRIKERS

RESUME

Beaten

Shenandoah. Pa.. Mav IS An
ploslcn of caa occurred at Mi shon.
amloah City colliery of the Philadel- pma ana ueaHn(r coat awl Iron company today. Between thirty and
forty men were Jn ne mine
t i
feared that many were killed. The
oiiacK oamp Toi lowed the explosion,
t-and .Drevemtnd itimmnt tmpii
men are dead and at the bottom of
mo siopa, ana one, probably burned
fatally, has bfen taken out.
Rain M n.N fifiat I.
It was (several hours before tha loirt
miner wan bronirht to the surf ace.
Five are dead nrt .twelve KnHlv n.
Jured. The explosion was caused by
some miners dropping a box of dynamic, wihtch exploded and Ignited the
gatt.

RACE WAR HAS BEEN
INCITED FOR NEBRASKA.
Crawfcwd. Neb. Mav 15 E"U
ATA

St. Petersburg, May 15. The draft
of the address to the throne la re pry
to the emperor's peooh at the opcta-In- g
of parliament, was huhrrrltted to
the lower house of parliament tttdoy
by the commlasion. It consisted practically of the following ten demand:
1 General amnesty.
2 Abolition of the death penalty.
3 Suspension of martial law and.
all exceptional tawa.
4 Full civil liberty.
6 Abolition of the council of empire.
6 Revision tctf
the fundamental
laws.
7 Establishment
of Hjhe Teapontsl-blltt- y
of ministers.
8
The right of Interpretation.
9 -- Forced expropriation of lande.
10 A guarantee of right
to the
trades unions.

T

May Day Strikers at Work.
The May day strike has ended. Tho
workmen of St. Petersburg and generally throughout the country, resumed work today. The men of the
tew Admiralty works, where Vice
Admiral Kuzmich was assassinated
yesterday, were kept at work until
tar into the night, In order to enable
the police to continue tneir seanch
for the assassin, but no positive clue
HORRIBLE MURDER OF
GIRL. was obtained.
Denver, Cola, May 15. The
How Gapon Met Death.
girl, known as the wite or
St. Petersburg, May 15. At the
George Contest!, alias Walsh, waa
on the body of Father Gapon.
rounet dead in a hovel today. She had
been beaten to death with a hatchet, which was found May 13, in an upper
and her Iheud was nearly severed from chamber cf a lonely villa, in a summer
her body. Tho child was Salvatore subunb of OzerkL Finland, M. Margoll,
Sarlco
her marriage to Con- the former priest's lawyer, positively
test!, which took place In San Fran Identified the body.
Th autopay showed that he had recisco six moatiha ago. The couple
fled from Son Francisco after the ceived a blow on the head, and the
earthquake.
Contest! had another theory Is that some revoluticnlsta
wife alive at the time he married the were listening in an adjoining room
girl. .. The police are searching for and heard Gapon hetrayi his con nee-- .
Cojvteetl, who has disappeared.
lion with the government, and that
Puten!erg, the terrorist leader, who
Is said to have lured Gapon to his
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Ivouls, Mo., May 15. Wool mar- death, rushed in and felled him to the
floor, afterwards hanging him.
ket steady and unchanged.

now dead as the result of rtota be
tween white people and negro soldiers from Fort Robinson. William
Murphy, white, was Wiled at midnight by a squad of soldiers guarding
the Jail. Murphy, with others, tried
to form a lynching party to gain- possession of a egro who had killed
Arthur M:es, tihe night watchman.
-

la-qu-

BERNALILLO COUNTY

W00LF0RD APPOINTED

DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Thorough

Test of Title of To Succeed Elfego Baca, For
Treasurer's Office is Now
the Socorro Judicial
Near at Hand.
District.

QUO WARRANTO

PROCEEDINGS

VUNKER

WILL

BUILD

A

HOTEL

Judge Abbott this morning tnuued
order in the
the following
oase of the territory, on relation of
Frank A. Hubbell, re! d.or, vs. Justo

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Sooorro, N. M., May 15. Word
ha Just 1een received In Socorro
It. Armijo, respondent:
if to the effex-- t that Hon. H. A.
"This day this cause came on to
Woolford, of HUlsboro, Sierra,
be heard upon the rule to show cause
county, has been appointed by
heretofore made herein upon the apGovernor Herbert J. Ilagerman V
plication of the attorney general in
as district attorney for the coun- the aJove matter.
ties of Sooarro and Sierra vice
" Whereupon, the court being fully f Elfego Baca, who resigned,
on
advised in the premises, it is ordered
hearing that he would likely be
hereby
same
the
be
and
said
rule
that
asked for his resignation, the ap-is made absolute, end,
polntmeut to take effect at onoe.
"It is ordered and adjudged that
Hon. John E. Griffith, who de-he
be,
general
and
attorney
the said
dined
the appointment, the office
hereby Is given leave to file an Inbeing tendered iblm. some time
quo
of
a
nature
formation In the
ago, will have charge of the or- warranto on the relation of Frank A.
flee until Mr. Woolford can
Hubbell against Junto It. Armijo, and
straight n out. his affairs at
by
court
the
"It Is further ordered
Hillsboro, and remove to So- that the respondent, Justo It. Armijo,
corro.
be. and he hereby Is ordered to an
swer en or lofore the 24th day of
New Hotel Building.
May, 1906.
P. N'. Yunker, one of the prom- IRA A. ABHOTT,
Signed)
Inent business men of this city, i
"Judge."
has just closed a contract for a
lone lease upon the Abeytia cor- The above Is an exact copy of the
ner. onn tf the principal business
order ef tho court. Its action moans
locations here, and will lmniedl- a thorough te-- of the title of tho ofately ben In tho erection of a
fice In question, and from it will delargo hotel and restaurant i rop- velop some interesting fatts. It
erty thereon.
gives the atteirneys for Hubbell the
authority to bring quo warrant ) proceedings, which )K'rmlslon was pev INTERESTING CONFERENCE OF
tloned for tome time ago.
CHURCHES
CONGREGATIONAL
Dubuque, la.. May 15. The
POPULAR YOUNG PEOPLE
annual conference of the ConOF WASHINGTON MARRIED gregational churches of this state
f
May
15.
Miss
.Washington. Y. C
opened here today. This conference
Elsie Marstellar. the only daughter is cf particular interest, as It marks
of the late Cajitaln James S.
tho senventleth anniversary of the
was married at no n today to beginning of Congregationalism
in
the
Mulllken,
at
Harry Sanderson
this city and the twentieth anniverOrd,
home of Major and Mrs. C're ai
sary of the Women's Home MUslon-arIn Chevy Cua-seThe Rev. Father
Union. The sessions began this
Huell, president of Georgetown
morning and will continue until Friofficiated at the wedding, and day evening. Tbire will be
Hev. Father every morning, afternoon and evenby the
waa assisted
Shandelle. dean of the faculty. Miss ing, and many distinguished speakers
.Marstellar is a deccdant of
will deliver addresses.
Harrison, one of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence, and of SPORTSMEN OF PENNSYLColonel Michael Cresap, a t mii- us ofVANIA HOLD TOURNAMENT
ficer of the Revolutionary War.
Milton, l'a., May 13. The sixteenth
annual tournament of the PennsylTO ESTABLISH A CHAMBER
OF MINES IN MEXICO vania State Sportsmen's Association
Guanajuato. Mexico, May 15. A opened here today undtr the auspices
convention of mine owners am! per- of the Milton Hod and Gun Club. It
sons Interested in the minim; indus- will last four days, and judging from
try is in session u'. the residence of tlie large niiinlt-- r of entries promises
Lie. Pablo .Martinez del Kin. to dis- to U- one ef the most Interesting
In this
cuss mining matters and, eventually, events of the kind ever
establish a permanent Chamber of state. Tlie tournament Is held on the
Mines in this city, for the purrvso of mounds of the Milton Rifle Assocla-t- i
Many valuable prizes will be
n.
facilitating mining interests through
contested for, .
out the country.

t

t

t

sixty-sevent-

is

l

N'. Y., May

13.

1

upH-aranc-

Minas-Ceraes-

nki.

ter-riti- c

WOOL MARKET

the World.

to Death Body Identified as That of
With a Hatchet by a
Father Gapon-Meth- od
of
His Killing.
Brute Husband.

We
members of the1 commission.
are running mad in our efforts to in
crease salaries of officials," he de
clared.

.....

BY NEGRO

Girl Wife

Washington, D. C, May 15- .- The senate began its consideration today
president today sent to the senate of the railroad rate MIL by taking up
the nomination of Bernard S. Rodey Senatcr Lodge's amendment providof New Mexico, to be United States ing for en Increase of the Interstate
district judge of the district of Porto commerce commission to nine members, and requiring that one be apRico.
pointed from each judicial circuit of
Hopkins opposed the
The Citizen and doubtless every the country.
Albuauerquean, and certainly almost amendment on the ground that It
every New Mexican, will feel both would deprive the commission of Its
"The senator
glad and proud that the president has national character.
selected B. S. Rodey for the import from Massachusetts and the senator
ant and responsible position of United from Maine, (Hale), eek to Inject
States Judge for the Island or rorto socialism into the work of the comRico. Seldom toes a position of such mission," he said. He also opposed
the enlargement of the commission.
Hopkins also found fault with the
proposed increase In the salary of the

GEORGIA SHARPSHOOTERS
HOLD FESTIAL IN AUGUSTA
Augusta. Ga., May 15. The annual

PARLIAMENT

jured Twelve.

?

-

THE RUSSIAN

Explosion in Mine Killed If They Get All, Will Be
Five Miners and Inthe Freest People in

Agreement Reached Limiting
SELDOM A TERRITORY IS SO HIGHLY HONORED
Height of Houses by
Width of Street.
Hammers
Nothing Done in Statehood Question-Sen- ate
Sends to Senate Letter of
Rate
San Francisco, May 15. Reports
have been received here to the effect
Secretary Taft on Panama.
that a careful examination of all the

oil fields of the state. led to the dis
covery that the oil Industry escaped
' Injury, so far as production Is con
cerned, by the earthquake of April
18th. Not one well has been obstructed, and In one Instance the flow
has greatly Increased since the earth
quake. The leading oil men declare
this immunity to be one of the greatest elements for the future prosperity
of California that could have been
hoped for.
How House Height Determined
At the meeting of the Joint council
on building laws, with the various
subcommittees it was definitely de
cided to recommend the following or
dinances: On streets 100 feet wide or
over, the height of buildings to face
thereon shall be unlimited. On streets
eighty feet wide or over but less than
100, the height of buildings shall be
limited to 200 feet. On streets less
than eiehty feet wide, the height of
buildings shall be confined to one and
a half times the width of the Btreet.

120

DEMANDS OF

OR ELSE CRIME

Bill-Presi- dent

'

NU.MliEU

FROM ACCIDENT

TO ONE FAVORITE SON

One of Greatest Elements

lJ)OG.

DEATHS RESULT

HONONED THRO HONOR

NOT INJURED

in Future Prosperity
Is Assured.

EVENING, MAY 13,

MEDICINE FROM THE WHITE HOUSE

NEW MEXICO GREATLY

OIL SUPPLY

s
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j
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-
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.
puny Is formed are as follows:
To
acquire, own, lease, occupy, Improve
ami develop lauds containing coal vr
NMH4 any Ml Weekly fcy
other minerals, and wxnl lands, or
lands for any purpose of the
Tba Citizen Publishlnj Company other
Oimpany, and to mine, extract or
and otherwise
sell
Mm4
hiMfcU. dmwk Mm di al Inprepare,
nnd dlxp sc of the products
of such lands.
To Imy, sell r otherw ise to denl or
frame In coal and other minerals,
coke, wood, lunilier nn.l otlirr materials. anl any of X'.ic products thereof; and gmrrally to do such other
ho Identical tothealiove
OffUlaJ Paper of Bernalillo County things as may
or which may lie necessary or conm4 City of Albuquerque.
venient for the purxwes of tho ComfrM AfWreM Dli.itctm.
pany, or any of them. To construct
Urptt CK t4 C.tY ClrultttM.
and maintain Telephone lines or Elec-trlTto Urtwt Mn Mnkt Clrt.llttM,
works; also to purchase, lease or
lirgmt Ntrtn Mnt Orcullti...
xchange here or otherwise to acquire
any or all rights and privileges, perTKMMS OF (UIICKIPTIONt
mits or franchises sultaldo or conM.00
la
i
tdmaaa..
W
rar
IMi
Ml
.......
O venient for any cf the purposes of
iMtrfc Wr MIL pw month
too Its business, nnd In conjunction wltn
w nil. m
and In furtherance of tho general
per
month
ly Carrier, 60c
business and purposes of the corporation above described. To construct,
will h d.Hrmd In th
CmM
Tn
Ithw
rats f 10 wli pw wwk. m foe tv leaso or own rallroals, to make and
M tk. l
enter Into contracts of every sort and
with any Individual, firm or asMrtrtLdm litei Midi Injf d oi Application kind
sociation, corporation, private or pubm lic, or municipal body.
It
vW
nfr favor byf wttfytns
th. ppw.
WllllUT
should h. ddrtnJ to
Article 4.
t WMn and rmittnim
nra
Pun wmwo Cohpuit. Drift.,
The Capital Stock of this Corpora
nocior ordrrn
phullen".aataffic tnri iipraM
thr tion hereby organized, U tho sum of
nM bo Hdi Tbl u tit rdr
Dollars
live Hundred Thousand
Fifty
($500,000.00).
divided Into
Colombo
Avromatle 183
Thousand (50,000) Shares of the pari
value of Ten Dollars ($10.00) each.
Of the said stock, Forty Thousand
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
(40.000) Shares, amounting at par to
Dollars
Hundred Thousand
Prur
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
($4i0,000.00),
are to le Common
Stock nnd Ten Thousand (10,000)
Office of the Secretary,
Shares, amounting at par to One
)
Dollars
COMPARISON. Hundred Thousand
OF
CERTIFICATE
are to be Preferred Stock.
That the amount of Capital Stock
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
Territory cf New Mexico, do hereby with which this corporation shall
certify that there va9 filed for rec- commence business is Two Thousand
ord In. this office at 9 o'clock a. m., on Dollars ($2,000.00).
the 2d day of May, A. D. 1906,
Non- Article 5.
of Stockholder'
Certificate
The names and postoffice addresses
Llabllity of Western Coal Company.
of the incorporators who shall act as
(No. 4394.)
And also, that I have compared the Directors for the first three months,
following copy cf the same, with, the and the number of Shares sulscrlled
original thereof, now on file, and de- for by each are as follows:
E. M. Harter, El Paso, Texas One
clare it to be a correct transcript
Hundred Shares.
therefrom end of the whole thereof.
T. M. Michaels, Torrance,
New
Given under my hand and the Great
Shares.
Real of the Territory of New Mexico, Mexico Ninety-ninCapital,
Chas. R. Loomis, El Paso, Texas
t th city of Santa Fe, the
One Share.
on hts 2d. day of May. A. it. jawo.
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
(SeaJ)
Article 6.
Secretary of New Mexico.
The term of existence of this cor(50)
Years
of Stock poration shall be Fifty
Certificate of
filing of these articles.
holders of the Western Coal Com from the
pany.
Article 7.
Territory of New Mexico, County of , That it Is provided
that the Pre
Kanta Fe 88.
ferred S:ock shall have no voting
On this 24th day of April. 1906, M. power.
And that the Capital Stock
me. personally appeared T.
of this Company shall le and is hereMichael, to me known to be the per- - by made
for any pur
.m, lArrilvl In and vno execiueu pose.
acand
instrument,
foregoing
the
knowledged that he executed the
In Wit nets Whereof, We have hereeame as this free act and deed.
unto set our hands nnd seals, this
hereI
have
Wherecf,
Witness
In
19th day of April, 1906.
unto set my hand and affixed my
E. M. HARTER,
(Seal)
year
this
in
nnd
day
the
seal
CHAS. R. LOOMIS,
(Seal)
written.
above
first
certificate
T. M. MICHAELS.
(Seal)
(Seal)
The State of Texan, County of El
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON.
I'USvO
Notary Public.
88.
On this 19th day of April, 1906, be
It is fore nie 'personally appeared
E. M
As provided by the law:
liereoy declared that there shall oe tiartor ana Unas. k.
to me
no Stockholders' Liability on account known to be the persona described in
of any stock Issued by the .Western and who executed the foregoing
and acknow'ejged that they
O al Company.
In Witness Whereof, W have here- executed the aanie as their free act
unto set our hands and seals, this and deed.
Given under my hand and seal of
19bl day of April, 1906.
(Seal) office, the day and year in. this cerE. M. HARTER,
(Seal) tificate first above written.
CHAS. R. LOOMIS,
(SeaJ)
T. C. LEA, JR.,
T. M. MICHAELS,
Notary Public, El Paso county, Tex.
The State of Texas, County of El
Territory of New Mexico, County of
I'aso ss.
feanta Fe ss.
On this 19th day of April. 19o6, beOn this 24th day of April, 1906, be-fore Die personally appeared E. M.
M.
Maria-- and Ohas. R. Loomis, to me rore me, personally appeared T.
known to be the persons described la Michaels, to me known to be the per
son described in and who executed
the foregoing
an! who xeciited
and acknowledged that they the foregoing instrument,
and nc
executed the name as their free act knowledged that he executed the
same as his free act and deed.
and deed.
In Witness Whereaf, I have here
Given under my hand and seal of
office, the day and year in this cer- unto set my hand and affixed my ofcial seal the day and year in this
tificate first above written.
certificate first alove written.
T. C. LEA, JR.,
(Seal)
Notary Public, El Paso, county, Tex.
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON,
Cor. Reed.,
No. 4394.
Endorsed:
Notary Public.
VoL E, Page 387.
Endorsed: No. 4393., Cor. Reed.,
of Stockholders'
Certificate
of Western Coal Company. Vol. 5, Pae 387.
Filed in Ofllce of Secretary of New Articles of Incorporation of Western
Coal Company.
Mexico, May 2. 1906, 9 a. m.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Mexico, May 2. 1906, 9 a. tn.
Secretary.
Compared O to W.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary.
Territory of New Mexico, County of Compared O to W.
Bernalillo ss.
This Instrument was filed for rec- Territory of New Mexico, County of
ord on the 9ua day of May, 1906. at Bernalillo ss.
recThlr instrument wa filed-f10:20 o'clock, a. m.
Recorded In Vol. "B." Mis. of ord on the 9th day or May, 19o, at
10:20 o'clock, a. m.
Records of said County, Folio 96.
B.
Mis., ol
Recorded in Vol.
A. E. WALKER,
Records of said County, Folio 94.
Recorder.
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TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
Office of the Secretary.

A. E. WALKER,

Recorder.
For a painful burn there I nothing like Do Witt's Witch Hazel Salve.
There are a host of Imitations ;f De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve on the, marketsee that you get the genuine.,
Good, too, forrfiin-burnAsk for
cuts, bruises, and especially
recommended for piles. The name,
E. O. DeWitti & Co., Chicago, is on
every box. Hold by J. H. O Klellv &

Ik
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Truth

In-e- n

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

cn

w have not failed pefof, that your
rely upon It,
xnd you
money U not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of housen
by our want nd, wa well at sold nenrly everything wi have adver-tiae-

AliOUT

ICE CREAM.
WE
ARE
SERVING LOUDENS
ICR CREAM, MADE FROM
PURE JERSEY CREAM, NO
EGGS, NO GELATIINE, NO
CHEMICALS
JUST
PURE
JERSEY CREAM, GRANULATED SUGAR AND FLAVORING.
WE ARE SERVING ALL
THE NEW AND POPULAR
FOUNTAIN DRINKS.
A
YOU
HAVE
TRIED
SUNHASH
"HEAVENLY
DAE?" IT IS DELIGHTFULLY
DELICIOUS. SERVED ONLY
AT OUR FOUNTAIN.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

d

through them.

the
TFFFPHfirJF
end your ad with the

surplus, $100,000

Copffa! and

w"te"- - Union or Pontal

Rraph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
casJi to The Citizen office, or tele-

liuy, and

phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your with.

WANTED

WANTED.
Kitchen
help;
Casa do Oro.

FOR SALE
good

wages.
WANTED A dairy--hanalso a
windmill and tank, at 1300 South
Itroodwny. Highland Dalrv.
VANTED
TnisJ Tor logging ami
ltiniler hauling, at Maine. Ariz. For
particulars, address the J. M. Den-nlLunvlter Co., Rhoades, Ariz.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothlwr. No. 615 South First street,
eouth of viaduct. Send address and
ALVARADO PHARMACY
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Young man to di gen- B H. BRIGGS it CO.. Prop'n.
eral store work in country store at
Both Phones
First and Gold Ave.
Belen; must speak Spanish and be
active. Addrees, S., care of Evening Citizen.
WANTED Good men, iny number
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abra
Full Set of Teeth
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
Gold Crownt
$6.00
avenue, tinder Elite rooming house
Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
Palnlett Extracting ...,50c
WANTED Clerk Tn detriment in
Washington, D. C, wisnos to ar
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
range' transfer with civil service
employe in New Mexico or other
ANTEED.
dry, healthy climate; outdoor or
Indoor work. Salary, $1,200, but
will exchange for desirable place
paying less. Address, Box 100, Care
Evening Citizen.
d;

c

0000C00K0C

$8

MALE HELP WANTED.
filo
managers;
WANTED Branch
COPP.
oaeh, weekly. Live at home. ExROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
perience unnecessary. No canvass
Ing. Enclose stampi for particulars.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfield,
Minn.
LAWYERS.
WANTED Good men, any number
Bernard S. Rodey.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
.
ATTORNEY-AT-.'-AWAlbuquenie
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranN. M. Prompt attention given to all
teed for three years. Inquire Abrabusiness pertaining to the profession
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
Will practice in all courts of the terriavenue, under Elite rooming house
tory and befote the United State
land office.
FOR RENT.
FOR KENT Five room furnished
Ira M. Bona.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
house; piano, bath, and all modern
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
conveniences.
Rent reasonable.
lanus, patents, copyrights, caveats
903 Forrester Place.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR RENT A five room brick house,
R. W. U. Bryan.
between Fourth and lMfth streets,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
on Tijeras avenue. Apply to 422
que, N. M. Office, First National
Tijeras avenu.
Bank building.
it&iN i
tov ciuos, parties, ec,
rJK
E. W. Oobson.
St. John's Guild hall, furnished.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
For terms, apply to Mrs. A. A.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Keen, Tenth street and Tijeras avenue.
DENTISTS.
cotFOR RENT Nicely furnished
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
tage of three rooms, with piano and
Surgeon.
Dental
shade trees; large yard, etc. Also,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
three room fiat, with piano, ready
tne Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
for housekeeping; cheap for sumBoth 'phones. Appointments made by
mer. 624 Jcihn street, east end of
matt.
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
Edmund J. Alger. O. D. S.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. in., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 TO'eXCHANGE I have r.ome ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
polntments made by mall.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
PHYSICIANS.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
DR. R. L. MUST,
I have property Ib
TO EXCHANGE
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Office,
N. T. Armllo Bldg.
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Tuberculosis treated with
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
Electrical Current and Germe. T. L. McSpadden, 200 South
micide. Treatments given each day
Broadway.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
in attendance.
Hoth 'phones.
FOR SALE.
W. G. SHADRACH,
FOR SALE A largesized refrigerator, cheap. Call at 411 South
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Arno street.
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat FOR SALE Good business property,
two lots on West Railroad avenue.
lines. Office, 313 V4 West Railroad
Inquire at French Bakery.
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5 FOR SALE All lots In Coronada
P. n
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Two Bets in snelvlng,
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
A. BORDERS,
counter.
counters: one thirty-foo- t
Commercial Club Building. Black
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
and white hearse, $5.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE iisi your
ARCHITECTS.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling FOR
SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Kelly's, five and cne-hal- f
miles
Albuquerqu. N. M. Both 'phones.
south of city.
LAND MATTERS.
FO RSAC E S mall stoT'merch an ill se
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
H. W. S. Otero,
South Broadway.
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend FOR SALE Oldest and best candy
kitchen and ice cream parlor in Alto matters before the land office
buquerque; a liargain. If taken at
CIVIL ENGINEER.
nice. Call at 211 South Second
street and investigate.
J. R. Farwell,
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a barRoom 23. N. T. Armllo Rulldlng.
gain; will take small property in
NOTARY PUBLIC.
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
Thos. K. D. Mrddlcon,
South Broadway.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busl-nes- s
Hold avenue.
for city property. T. L. McVETERNINARIAN.
Spadden. 300 South Broadway.
t'UH SALE A hanusome Hardmau
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
piano, in fine condition and almost
Office, 424 North Second street,
For particukew, at a bargain.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo.. Black 35
lars, call at this office.
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
KOH SALE
A drug store In good lit
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
ile town; a snap. T. L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
A. L. Morgan.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inI have some
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
terested In mines?
said to be good deals. Talk with
cheerfully furnished; Job work sollc
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 8. Broad'
Ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
way.
911 North
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
THE PROGRAM PRIVILEGE
IS r oa d way

Stock and timber ranch;
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, toolB and

6--
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHI0N,

q,i

TOPEKA

A 8ANTA
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RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. If.
Officer! and Director.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEB
,
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
Tree Free Went
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

....... ......
.......,...

..............

PROPOSITION.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.
and

DEPOSITS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckier, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Building for sale or rent.

work

SAVINGS

SOLOMON

GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR SALE.

Notarial

ON

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
R9 $200.00.
Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
year given. Goods reone
month to
your
possession.
Our rates
main In
are reasonable. Call and tee us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
SIC West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

A PAYING

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Co

V.

.

DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital ..
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

conveyancing.

m....

$100,000
$250,000.00

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Banta Fe Railway Company
Fortunate Missourians.
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer. now of
Graysville, Mo., "three of my customers were permanently
cured of OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt
consumption by Dr. King's New Dis- V
covery, and are well and strong today.
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
One was trying to sell his property g
and move to Arizona, but after using
New Discovery a short time ho found
it unnecessary to dp 8,0. I regard Dr.
King's New Discovery as the most
wond-erfumedicine in existence."
Surest Couga and Cold cure and
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
by all druggists.
50c and $1. Trial
bottles free.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
o
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard tho Interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
Department of the Interior, Land Ofto its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
1906.
DIRECTORS.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed noO. N. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
tice of his intention to make final
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
procf In support of his claim, and
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
that said proof will be made before
the. probate clerk at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
Jonn M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia
county, N. M ., for the north half of
OLD RBLIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1$7I
the northeast quarter of section 26,
township 7 north, range 6 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,

XDXXOXDCOOOCOi
L. B.

viz.:

Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Mlllett,
George H. Pradt and John, S. Pradt,
all of La gun a. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
of Torture.
For more than twenty years Mr. J.
B. Massey, of 3322 Clinton St. Minneapolis, Minn., was tortured by
sciatica. The
a.n and suffering
which ho endured during this time is
beyond
comprehension.
Nothing
gave 'him any permanent relief until
he used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
One application of that liniment relieved the pain and made sleep and
rest possible, and less than one bottle
has effected a permanent cure.
If
troubled with sciatica or rheumatism
why not try a
bottle of Pain
Balm and see for yourself how
quickly it relieves the pain. For sale
by all druggists.
NOTICE

FOR

t

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
la the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVE NUB

ALBUQUER UX, N. M.
A MODEL

(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
Department of the Interior. Land
fice at Santa Fe. N. M April

In
perfecting the sanitary system,
thereby insuring the health and com-To- rt
of your family, then spending it
for fine furnishings.
The plumbing
systems adapted by the Standard
Plumbing and Heating company are
absolutely perfect.
Meet every requirement at moderate cost.
We carry the finest lino of garden
ihoso in the city.

of-

26,

Standard Heating & Plumbing

1906.

Notice is hereby given that tho following named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in supports of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
the United States Court Commissioner
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June
6, 1906, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of
Carpenter,
Bernalillo county, New
Mexico, for the west half of the southwest quarter of section 12, township
10 north, range 5 east.
He names th followlag witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation oof said land,
viz.:
Leandro Jaramillo, Pedro Garcia,
Francisco Olguln nnd Uarlo Gutierrex,
all of Carpetner, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

BATHROOM.

is a most essential feature
of the
model ffouse, as it is a necessary comfort to any home. Belter put money

PUBLICATION.

""s"ALK-0"enera-

g

INTEREST

farming implements.
Two
houses, km, and large corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
government rest rvation.
Plenty of
water. I'rice. $4,500. Easy terms.
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
212 West Gold avenue.
FOR EXCHANGE.
FOR
EXCHANGE One
Columbia
graphaphone, good condition,
24
records, for good photograph camera, 206 Silver avenue.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

B. F.

ColW-cto-

1

15, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Per Word Insertion

OF
CERTIFICATE
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
Territory cf New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this ofllce at 9 o'clock a. m., on
the 2d day of May, A. D. 1906,
Articles of Incorporation of Western
Coal Company, (No. 4393.),
Co.
And also, that I have compared the
following copy cf the same, with the
OFFICIAL MATTERS
original thereof, now on file, and declare It to lie a correct transcript
Postoffice Established.
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
A potitoflice will be established at
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, Cienegav Santa Fe county, at an early
Capital, date.
at the city of Santa Fe, the
on this 2d day of May, A. I). 19uti.
Postoffice Site Moved.
J. W. RAYNOIJ)S,
(SeaJ)
The location of the postotilce at
Secretary of New Mexico.
Flora Vista, San Juan county, has
mile south f its
moved one-hal- f
Articles of Incorporation of the Westformer location.
ern Coal Company.
We, tha undersigned, desiring to
form a corporation under and by vir- DeKuhn Appointed Deputy Collector
V O R S ALE
Internal
Revenue'
State
I'niUd
A
doublcHbar
tue of the provisions of the Statute
r
The Fair association will sell to
H. P. Barshar
has an
reled,
slotgun; bran new
at the Territory of New Mexico, in nounced
highest
tho
on
or
bidder,
and best
the appointment of Richard
never has been used; one of th
iich cases made and provided, do
Saturday, May 19, the official
hest makes. Call at The Citizen of
hereby make, execute and adopt tne DeKuhn to be doputy collector at program
privilege
September
Cherry, Ariz., to become effective on
for the
flee for particulars.
ollowing Charter:
fair.
information,
For
call
further
June 1.
FOR
"niercnaiuTise
l'
on or address,
P. F. McCANNA.
Article 1.
store with saloon In connection,
.
Pharmacy
at
Managed-bhall
Rotwell.
corporation
Board
The name of this
(loo, paying business, established
The New Mexico board of pharma Room 11, Grant block, Albuquerque,
be: Western Coal Company.
years. Store, 25x50 feet,
n
cy will meet in tsi'ial session
N. M.
at
15x00 feet. This
and warehouse
ltoswell on or alout May 2ti, for the
Rea-- s
Is all new and clean.
A good complexion is imixissible.
!'!
fhi.
puroso
examining
of
applicants.
This
.I
. .
V
iXl
"ii for telling, going out of busl-li- .
with
tho
If
nut-tinorder.
of
,
will
stomach
out
be
(mu wiiA-of
board
first
th
the
Atuuijuenjuf
tit
ss. Address, J. W.. Th? Citizen.
pasty, valli-woeonle would nav more
ko. office In First National Bank ever held in Husw-tll(attention to their stomach and
FOR SALE A large nurcuuiile busi-i- i
Jtuilding, T. M. Michaels in charge,
A Mountain of Gold
to the skin on their faces, they would
a most excellent
c, enjoying
od may keop other principal offices
KODOL,
mplexions.
h(id daces of business outside of eould not bnn as much naiipiness to have better
trade, and controlling business for
Car-linWis., FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what
e.
a larne scope of country;
or will
New Mexico excel
and Mrs. Lucia Wllke, of
tho Sto-half. Can enga6e in the sheep
Transfer liooks copies .f which may as did one 2"c box of Bucklen'B Ar- you eat and put your stomach back
Salve, when it completely cured in tho right shape to do its own work.
1
an
tattle business; also gristmill.
ki outside of the Territory of anicarunning
gore on her leg, which iiad Kodol relieves
of the
palpitation
bargain for some energetic
Nei i t ... .
!''d
tortured her 23 long years. Greatest heart, flatulence, sour stojnach, heartn.i. u with from $fi.000 to $8,000 to
antiseptic hoaler of Piles, Wounds, burn, etc. S Id by J. H. O'RJelly
Article i.
invest.
Call at The Citizen office
& Co.
Tha objects for which this Coin- and Sores. 25c at all druggists.
f r i articular.
COMPARISON.
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YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, w can secure it for yog by a small
want ad. n Tha Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

Will III Jf.'iill.MMK

CITIZtX

EVENING

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

T.

C.

ColoH

BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

JAMS PAINT
DLtILDINCi paper
A,
' , in
Covers more, looks lest, wears
1 las,er.
slockCement,
Lime,
longest, most economiad, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

SHERMAN-W1-

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

KILL the COUCH

Wholesale Grocers

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

mo

CURE the LUNC8

WITH

Pries
50c $1.00
Frcs Trial.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Surest and liuitH.'it Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONE1 BACK.
mm iisriiiiiiisM
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CNSUMPTION

OUGHSand
OLDS

i

I
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Co.

Red 284; Auto,
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JOT DOWN'

ON ST. LOUIS
Week Marked by Numerous Important Assoc-

Present Prices of Lots

in

iation Conventions.

niversity Heigh ts

DEEP WATER WAY IS WANTED
To Great

List of

Lakes-Fi- ne

News.

Then Look at Them Again in

Special Correspondence.
By L. C. Breed.

St. Louis, Mo., May 12. During the
iwust week there have been held in
this city foilr quite large conventions
of which in point of numbers and the
interests involved, that of the meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' waa the most , Important,
nearly one hundred delegate being
in attendance, representing
eleven
manufacturing
associations,
whose
membership, in the National Association, reaches a grand total of more
than one thousand Individuals.
The
approximate annual output of these
associations Is twelve billion feet.
This does not include the output of
two large active associations which
are not affiliated with tbe National
Association. In his report, Secretary
Smith stated that the recent disaster
in California haa brought about ab
normal trade conditions on the coast
on account of the large extent of that
calamity, which will turn large quantities of lumber from Its customary
course and cause a readjustment
which will have an effect on the entire territory west of the Mississippi River. If the present prospects
of the crops of. grain, fruit, etc., are
not materially changed the purchasing power of consumers of mmber
will be such that the demand during
the remainder of 1906 will be equal
if not to exceed that of 1905.
At the convention of the Missouri
Funeral Directors' Association, nearly
one hundred delegates were In attendance, of whom cue was a woman.
Twenty-fou- r
were
new
memlers
elected Into the association. The
rules and code of ethics requires the
funeral directors and embalmers to
work in harmony, to refrain from advertising and to display no fear of
contagious diseases.
The annual convention of the In
ternational Railway General Foreman's Association met at the Jeffer
son Hotel. This was the first convention since the birth of the organisa
tion last year, at St. Louis, and there
waa a good attendance. Its member
ship is coposed of the general fore
men of the principal railrctads In the
United States, Canada and Mexico.,
In connection wit-- the proceedings
some time was devoted to the inspection cf the exhibits of railway suppiy
men.
The annual Sbaw banquet given by
the trustees of tha Missouri Botanical
Garden, in accordance with a bequest
in the will of the late Henry Shaw,
was held at the Southern Hotel. ihU
function was the sixteenth
annual
banquet, and was conducted en the
usual elaborate scale. A feature was
the attendance of members of the
Classical Association of the Middle
West and South, which association
has been holding Its annual meeting
in this city. There were about 140
guests, of wiiom 100 were members of
the association.
The assemblage of
noted educators and college professors
made the gathering a brilliant one.
s
Deep
Waterway.
A delegation from the Business
Men's League of St. Louis lias been
in Washington for several days working in the Interest of the Mississippi-Lake- s
deep waterway project. The
plan now on foot is to hold a convention in this city in November, and
the object of the presence of the delegation at the capital Is for the purpose of promoting favorable consideration of the scheme on the part of
members of congress not already actively supporting it, and also to arrange for the attendance of congressmen at the convention. The president will be invited to make a trip
from Chicago to St. Ixmis in a yacht,
and then go down the Mississippi
River in a large steamer to be pro
vided by the Business Mens league.
Member's of the Rivers and Harbors
comxnitteus will be In St. Louis, May
14 and 15, to meet the business men
at this city, and talk with them about
the imiiortance of developing public
sentiment in favor of this great project. On the evening of the 15th.
they will be given a banquet at tne
Mercantile Club by the executive
committee of the Business Men's
league. All the states bordering on
the Mississippi River are to b- in
vited to send a delegation to the convention, and since the voyage oi Mr.
Lorlmer of 111 in Is and other con
gressmen down the Illinois and Miss
issippi Rivers last summer, agitating
the de P waterway project, many lo
cal organizations have been formed In
the different cities. It Is thought they
will Ik' ready to earnestly
to the convenby .sending
tion, which is designed to bring alout
a concerted and organized effort t3
secure from congress at the next session a liberal .appropriation.

Mississippi-Lake-

SIX MONTHS
HSS

deck Wll boards which have, for sev
years, adorned many cf the va-city. He has recently
lots of
refused to iseue permits to build sign
boards
that the laws reg-ulating
height and distance from
will be rigidly enforced in
the future.
The annual report of the public
library for the year ending April 30
shows a large Increase In the Issue of
books for home reading. For the first
time In the history of the library, the
Issue amounted to more than one mill-Iobooks. The news of the sudden
Illness of Librarian Crundeen, who
had recently gone ast on a vacation
trip, on account of his health, waa received here with great regret.
One of the leading features of the
St. Louis building situation this year
Is the large number of fine residences
being erected In the exclusive places
In the west end.
A ramble In that!
section shows that the wealthy- - people!
of the city are expending millions of
dollars on homes. It indicates that St.
I Am is Is determined
to maintain Its
reputation as a city of 1eautlful
homes.

How to Use Up eral
cant
the
Stale Cake the streetandthe
very toothsome dish can be
made from pieces of dried cake
by using

A

Carnation
(Sterilized)

milk from
the cows of the tranquil Pacific
Coast region. No germs
no
dirt always ready,

a pure, rich

"butter-fat- "

Carnation Cake Pudding.
Fill a buttered mold with 3 cups of broken ctke and 1 cup
reila and nut meats. Brat two eten, stir In two talilepnon
sugar, a dash of salt and one third cup of Carnation Cream.
Pour tills over the rake. Place the covered m ild In pan of
boiling water, not letting the water enme quite to the, tup of
mold, boll one hour and serve, hot with fruit sin.e.

2
i

of the season. The real music lovers
were out in force, since there are
many persons in this city who are
aware that the word "Damrosch"
stands for something that is eminently
worthy in fine, artistic music. The
great New York leader's ability has
drought this organization to a point
where the quality of the tone is marvel :usly fine, and his capacity
to
make his musicians play as If they
were all actuated by one impulse and
inspiration is the highest tribute to
his musical skill and personal char
acter.
Hooker T. Washington made an address last evening before a large audience, mostly comiosed of colored
persons, at the Odeon, thats was de
voted chiefly to educational topics,
which was replete with practical
Ideas as t.a the proier course to pursue to acquire an education in agriculture, mechanics and household
duties, in connection with academic
training.
The second annual twenty-fivrime
Marathon race came off Saturday afternoon under the auspices of the
Missouri Atheletic'ciub. It was a very
exciting and hotly contested race, in
which S. R. Hatch of Chicago finished first. Iast year he finished second. In this race nine of the fourteen cent est ants held out to the end
of the course. Great interest was
taken In this race by the general public. The course for the race was in
good condition and the. weather was
ideally fine, it being cool and
the
slight showers laid the dust. Eight
cups, ranging in value from $250
down, were awarded to the first men
finishing.
e

Notes of General Character.
The sudden deathr of Corwln H.
Sencer, one of the leading members
"f the Merchants' Exchange, and distinguished for his identification with
the promotion of the World's Fair
and other public enterprises of the
city, has leen a topic of sad interest.
The various organizations of which
he was an active and prominent member, have passed resolutions of respect and deep regret.
St. Ixxiis is t) have a permanent
exhibit of the general agricultural and
Industrial resources of Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Texas and the rest of
'he southwest. The matter Is In the
charge of Jos. W. McNeal, the president of the Southwestern Industrial
and Development Association. By this
campaign of education and publicity
in setting forth the resources and advantages of the
uthwest, the people
of that section hope to still further
promote its settlement and develi-nient- .

only limited
Her second
week Is being devoted to the presentation of "Zaa" This is one of the
product! us which first served to impress uin local playgoers the trewers of Mrs.
mendous emotional
Carter, and it certainly furnishes the
foremost emotional actress of the
country one of her mos: effective
roles. This pier,' a first presented
in English by Mrs. Carter, and when
it was originally set n in Anieiii a it
created a veiiiaole fur re.
The Oiieein was h :tiiir'.l to the
by an audidoors, riuuday af'ein
nee t hat was perhaps the most brilliantly represcu-ativlnasv il
tor a
tli'tt h2s ever assci-:b!e,Sunday afternoon concert in Si. Uuis.
on the occasion of the New York Symphony orchestra, which played the
first th roughly Wagnerian program
playing to houses
len
by the coating caj aclty.

t
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POPULAR CONCEPTION OF
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"Is Chicago to be always dirty?"
asks a Chicago paper. "Is it to be
always?" Why, it has been always.
St. Petersburg reports' Bay that the
czar has grown older in the last year.
Yes, a year oUUr.

DOM

10

SESSION

The navy department Is anxious t j
build a warship that will be the
largest In the world. Other people's
money is no more ta the United States
navy than It is to John Dowle.
Afraid to Name Her.
Hoffman of Covington, spent
Sunday here calling on one of the
prettiest and most popular young
ladies at this place.- - -- Carrollton (Ky.)
Neews.
F- -

J- -

Emphatic as to Time.
Rev. Sherman and wife are now
conducting revival meetings at present. Kingston (Wis.) Spy.

The Best Man.
John Daughenbaugh acted chore
lioy while L. Johannessohn was off
R H. E. getting married, last week. Beltrami
1 5 2 (Minn.) Gazette.

American League.
At Washington
Washington
Detroit
3 6 1
Batteries Kitson and Haydon, Donovan and Warner.
At Boston
R, h. E.
St. Louis
is 2
ii
Boston
1
6 3
Batteries
Howell and Rickey,
Young and Graham.
At Cleveland The game between
Cleveland and New York was postponed on account cf rain.
At Philadelphia Phlladelphia-Chi- cago game postponed on account of
rain.

An

,

Ole Golde was calling on some
Kansas Iake parties Sunday, i St.
uames (Minn.) Journal.

....an'

The deal to consolidate nil the In
dependent breweries in St. Louis is
still incomplete, it is claimed that
plants having a combined capacity of
tiiMi.tmo
barrels nnnunl output have
signed options. Those that are outstanding have a capacity cf 2ij0.ouu
barrels.
This dees not include the
Anheuser-Buscand the Letup breweries, which are not exiecUd to le
interested in the merger. If all are
secured, the company will probably
aube incorporated for f I'i.imm.OoiI,
thorized capital stock, a part of which
however, will not be Issued.
The numerous accidents resulting
from the running of automobiles at
high speed is exciting great ami very
general public indignation. Very stringent rib rs have ! n issued by the
city and county officials to put a stop
to it anil to
the police to see
tha' the speed limit U not exceeded.
'I ll
out rag of driving ponderous ami
imwerfiil machines "j t. I!" miles an
.tour is far too common. esK-c- i i!ly t n
of the western part
the th- r
of the city ami in the country, and it
is huh tia.e a stop was put to it.
Iluildlag Commissioner
Smith is
to wage war on the double- -

...

"Benley proposed last night to the
(FRO M THE DOUMASKY RECORDOVITCH.)
girl who works In the photograph gallery on the top floor."
Reading of the Journal of yester may lie in the nature of greater pro- asking, because I am supposed to be
"Good for him."
day's proceedings waa dispensed with. tection to the people, and it is Just in chahge of it.
possible that, in our headlong anxiety
"Oh. not so god. She answered
The last I 'saw of it,
Mr. Speenor:
Mr. Farokereff, from the committee
lb was riding down the Nevsky Proa- him In the negative."
we might adopt some of them.
on privileges and elictions, to whom
As usual, the pokt in a patrol wagon.
Mr. Tallminvitch:
"Did ohl G rabbi tt contribute any was refrred the bill (D. 23) to pro- dlstinterested wohds of the gifted
Oh, then
Mr.
Tallminvitch:
tiling to the relief fund?"
from making any tribune frcm Ohioff would completely won't worry, unless it get thrown
"I should say not. They asked the hibit
upon
mercy
of Secretary
the tendeli
in connection disahm me, did I not notice bim being
n mt hearted old miser for something, money contributions
National League.
prompted by the gentleman from Bcrnas.
,mt
he.
unfavorgave
reported
elections,
with
il
them
At St. Lou Us
marble
the
face.
R. H. E.
Mr. Chairman
Mr. Biviledgesky:
New Jersey to v.
G
St. Louis
7
j lies too busy looking after his rocks ably.
I move
Mr. Ildrachsy:
we adImperial Veto.
Bos',- 3 to think of anyliodys misfortunes."
1
5
Mr. Chairman, journ.
Mr. Tallminvitcrr.
A message from the czar announced
"From ytur remarks, evidently old I wish tub make a pahliahmnetaihy
Batteries
Brown and McCarthy;
Mr. Kaen:
Mr. Chairman, I was that he had vetoed the following Joint
G rabbit t ought to have been living inqulhy. What has lrecome of tihie rate Just handing
Witherup and O'Neill.
the gentleman from resolutions:
regulation bill?
At Chicago
Have the waste Ohioff a red apple. The accusation of
R. H. E. in tne stone age.
D. R. CO. Joint resolution tia search
Chicago
10 11 l1
papch bins been searched for it?
General Trepoff.
the gentleman from South
my
"Quick,
angry
bomb:"
tne
cried
Brooklyn
1
5
3
Mr. Chairman, I
Mr. Farokereff:
D. 95.
An act to amend Section
does me an injustice.
"Let me avenge this out am pained
at- the insinuation seemBatteries Reulbach and Kling, Mc-- : Russian.
Mr. Tallminvitch:
Far be it from 41144 of the imperial statutes relating
rage!
Oh,
fate!
accursed
Robbed
Intyro and Bergen.
conveyed in tne tones of tiie me to give the gentleman frcim New to 'the tariff on dynamite.
beaten, murdered, by the
tyrant ingly
gentleman from South
At Pittsburg
R. H.E.I
Jerseytov a pain. I know bow it feels
Imperial Approval!.
Nicholas!
ground
Now
under
the
Pittsburg
No one wants the railroads led in the to be given a pain by the attitude of
7 9 0D. 78. An act creating 1376 addi- heel
of
Squeezed
by
trust!
the
the
Philadelphia
way of probity more than I, but there othths, especially upon railroad rateltlonal tax collectors In Volhynia prov-6 9 2!
Oh, Nicholas, this is your are a number ot amendments
Batteries Hildebrand, Uwc-- r and octopus:
to be legislatlou. But that Is nelthch here Ince.
I turn from you to
lease
life,
for
of
considered. We ought to consider nor there. Will the clerk kindly look
Pelts; Lush, Ritchie and Ixioln.
D. R. 99.
Joint resolution extendmore
oppressor!
cruel
the
R. H. E.
them on account of the peop'o. There back and find where we left the Hup-ber- n ing Maxim Gorky's leave of absence
At Cincinnati
'8 the trouble, my love?
"What
3
may be something In them which
9 0,
Cincinnati
bill? I know 1 have no 'business indefinitely.
6 8 0, asked his wife, as ehe took the bomb
Now York
from
bureau
the
drawer.
Batteries Overall ami Livingston
"The comb and brush trust have
earthquake," he ald. "I don't ride we shipped them from San Francisco
SAVED
Matthewson and Bresnahan.
raised prices!" he shrtoked. and grab SLOW WAITERLIFE
OF MARSHAL. with my Chinese prisoners, but leave on the Nippon Maru.
out
tiie
bed
and
rushed
lomb
seek
to
American Association.
"All of my San Francisco guards
B. F. Daniels, United States mar- that to the guards, and only drop Into
vengeance.
At Kansas City
tneir car occasionally, on these trips, Hayes, Tracey and Jensen were inAriz.,
Tucson,
resolved
shal
at
has
1
Kansas City
to see that all is well. I had Just jured, and one of my Tucson deputies,
never to grumble at a waiter for le-In- finished breakfast and was waiting M. Navarro, was badly hurt, but wen
2 CHILD DROWNS IN
Columbus
At Minneapolis
slow, for he believes the manana for my check when the crash came. able to Join me on the trip back home
1
Minneapolis
RIO GALLINAS tendencies of a certain African ser- If the waiter ihad not been unusually when I etopped off to see him at Ban
1
Ixnilsville
vant of the Southern Pacific saved slow I would have been in tne car Jose."
(Fourteen innings.)
Guards Navarro and Lynch came
his life, says tho Lcs Angeles Ex- with the Chinese, for I intended going
JOSITA
JONES'
BODY
FOUND
At St. Iaul
with the marshal to Las Angeles.
there as soon as I paid my bill.
press.
AFTER
OF
SEARCH
THREE
2
St. Paul
Everyliody In the diner was stacked
Daniels arrived at Los Angeles
HOURS.
Indianapolis
0
Sore Nipple.
way to up at one end of the car, but that
Francisco,
on
San
from
the
Milwaukee-ToledAt Milwaukee
A cure may be effected by applying
Tucson, and related his experience in was nothing to the sight I saw in the
The
body
drowned
of
game iostponed on account of wet
..inese car. It was completely upside Chamberlain's Salve as soon ae the
Josita Jones was found floating In tho the coa.--t line wreck at Edenvalo last
grounds.
Wipe it off
ltio Galllnas, Friday afternoon, by M. Wedmsilay, at which time he wa In down and not a whole seat remained child is done nursing.
before allowing the
cloth
twenty-ona
soft
How
with
In
the
coach.
Chinese
charge
the
jiarty
of
a
of
Baca,
one
party
of
the
of
searchers
Western League
esaped death Is more than I can child to nurse. Many trained nurses
R. H. E. which iliad lwen seeking her for three Otilmsc, being taken north for
At Des Moines
Imagine. All of them were hurt
use this salve with the best resuUa.
In
hours,
neighborhood
tho
2
5
2
N.
of
S.
Siuox City
we
Injured
so
badly
Price 25 ceuts per box. Sold by all
In
'four
that
train
them
was
when
diner
of
the
"I
the
t;
Belilen's
stable,
was
she
6
where
IK'S Moines
last
l
druggists.
on
when
to
by
them
last
had
stretchers
the
sink
into
the
caused
ran
take
seen
by
companion,
boy
a
says
little
Batteries
Manske and Towno,
the Las Vegas Optic. It was removed
Jackson and Hess.
to
the home by her fattier, John
R. H. E.
At I nver
10 14 2 Jones, a teamster. The Jones abode
IVnver
8 is north of the power house, between
9 11
Omaha
anil Twelfth street anil the river. Dr. H.
RatttMics
Carries. Morgan
Weigardt ; McNeeley, Corns and Gond J. Mueller was called Immediately af- ter the finding of the Uxly. ne pro- Ing.
The coroner
nounced life extinct.
was also notified, but no inquest will
MERCHANT TAILORING
Vats.
is fermented in Glass-Enamele- d
le held, as the circumsta-nceare
layered
is
it
process
of
fermentation
suca
After
the
as
no
to
reasonable
leave
doubt
WEST
OVER
203
NO.
UPSTAIRS.
that the child came to its death
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- but
(aged) from four to five months in Glass-Line- d
by accidental drown-n- j
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Steel Tanks, from which it is drawn
Sent for Pall of Water.
heart-broMrs. Jones, the n !,er.
My merchant tailoring shop is upbottles.
it is
into
n over the d. a h of her child,
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of "ic 1o!d the Opr
that she scent
from Kettle to Lip
Josita to the rivei :m- a pail of water,
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' ex- shortly past n n. Sue was with an
The result is an exquisite taste and flavor,
r.
perience in the business. Suits made unknown loy of aboiit the saint age.
t
distinctively its own, which accounts for the
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed auti At 3 o'clock she had n it returned,
sale of
repaired. The specific I use will not and the mother, m p h alarmea, told
Ijadies' parmen's in r neighbors, and the search was
injure the cio'.h.
also cleaned and walking skirts made Instituted.
Josita'g ccmpunieii oillted Out the
to order. Give me a trial.
t was
spot w here he saw
r last.
O. BAMBINI.
a if ::l, r.esr the river lank, where she
.
Postmaster Robbed.
to fill the pail and
:ii: t
G. W. Fonts, postmaster at River-ton- , poscdly fell In. The i
had
la., nearly lost his life and was curied the body sor.i .lis'ance from
of all other bottled beers.
exceeding
robbed of all comfort, according to 'be place where
uas last seen.
bis letter, which says: "K r 2u years Tho lioy declared In i: not see ber
Anheuser-Busc- h
which fall into the water
I had t'hronlc liver complaint,
s. A.
St. Louis,
I'd to surh a severe case of jaundice
that even my finger nails turned yelAppendicitis
Deaths from
low; when my doctor prescribed Elec- dee rt ase in the tan
ra'io that the
tric Bitters; which cured rv.e anil use ,f Dr. King's .Ww Life Bills in- C. W. KUNZ, Distributor.
have kept nie well for eleven yeirs. ', creases. rhcy sax-- ' o"
danger
quick and
Albuquerque.
Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia, and
release
Weakness and all Stomach, Liver iiMin constipation an ' 'he ma growKidney and Bladder derangements. A trig ut of it. Strength and vigor
tonic. At all di ns stores, wiys follow their u'. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
i0 cents.
2.'c. Try them.
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Some Amusement News.
Mrs. Carter is neariug the end of
her engagement in this city. She has
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
CArtA! nATHPPTIMr.C.

Choice Underwear..

x
A

Important Legal Question

semi-annu-

Semi-offici-

7NDERWEAR

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts.
That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that
TT

al

al

Every Man May

50 C.

per garment.

Choice thin Underwear in other good
fabrics, 75 C. to $4.50 per garment.
Fine

Mo

Clothing and
Furnishings

)h2

0
0

MAMBELIL
o o o ooooooo
Fine Clothing and
Fumislungi

Policy of tlhds Store

s

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Not only means the
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Fitted.

fee

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

About Finances

self-sam-

MAY 15, 1906.
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meeting of all retail grocer clerks
will be held tonight at 8 o'clock In
The Roebling brothers are planting fruit trees In the the office
of the Armour Packing comback yards and choosing the varieties with as great care pany.
O
A very Interesting legal question has been raised In a If they were providing for their own home. Flowering
There will be a regular meeting toIn
section
this
manufacture
proposed
connection with the
shrubs will be set out wherever good taste calls for them night of the Fraternal Order of Fa
gles In Red .Mens' hall on West Gold
of rubber from the gunyulo or greasewood plant a ques- and will bo nurtured by the municipal gardener.
avenue.
Housewives may take their washing to a public launtion upon the decision of. which depend Interests of great
The New Mexico Imard of health
importance to both southwestern Texas and New Mexico dry. Those. not provided with tubs In their homes will
meeting at
will hold their
And Arizona.
have a public bath provided for them. The company will Santa Fe .Monday morning, May 21,
The question is whether guayule is or Is not timber clean and light the streets and remove the garbage, give 1!,l6'
D
and It has arisen out of the decision of the land com- free use of unlimited water, sell everything from a shoeregular
review
The
of Alamo Hive,
pubon
the
missioner to the effect that guayule growing
string to a parlor set at a fraction more than cost, and, I,. O. T. M., W3s held this afternoon at
lic school lands must be paid for as timber, the price of finally, conduct a club bar across which everything In the 2:30 o'clock In their club rooms. After
the transaction of business the memwhich Is fixed by law at ?3 per acre.
anywhere obtainable will be Bold.
bers present were served with tea.
Guayule, or greasewood plant, grows upon the high line of drinks
Convinced of the certainty that many of their emand arid plains of Mexico and Texas, New Mexico and
An important meeting of tho board
Arizona. It has been discovered that from it a very fine ployes will go elsewhere for drinks if they cannot be ob- of directors and Officers of the Assoof
a
number
and
manufactured
can
be
quality of rubber
tained In the "model city" the Roeblings are making the ciated Charities organization was held
plants for the extraction of the rubber have been estab- best of the situation by providing what will do the Hast this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock in the
lished In Mexico. A number of enterprising citizens of harm. They do not argue that any of them will do any Commercial club building, and much
Pel Rio and Fort Stockton proposed to establish a rubber good. But whereas the sort of stuff which is dignified by business was transacted.
0
plant at Del Rio and it was a question submitted by them the name of whiskey, but is in fact little more than raw
The Fraternal Brotherhood hold
to the land commissioner which led to the ruling that alcohol, is ordinarily sold at such places as many of the their regular meeting last evening
guayule must be raid for as timber, which in turn gave employes are wont to frequent, real whiskey Is provided; with a large number of members In
rise to the' legal question of whether or not guayule was at the club bar, as well as beer and ale and light wines.
attendance.
After the routine busitimber, a solution of which will be sought through chemWhether this system will prove successful remains ness had been transacted the usual
evening dance was Indulged In until
ical analysis and expert opinion.
to be seen. Col. Roebling is sceptical. "They want someIvan McLaughlin, state
It is needless to say that the decision of the question thing that will make them know they are having a drink," 12 o'clock.
supreme president, was In at
ia of very great importance to our people., because upon he says. Charles G. Roebling is more hopeful. "It's the deputy
meeting last night,
tendance at
its determination rests to a large degree the future of the hot stuff that makes most of the trouble. The whiskey but left on athemidnight train
for a
development
through
the
section,
in
this
decent,
is
industry
least
fancy,
it
get
at
but
at the bar Isn't
they
rubber
business trip south.
plains
our
of
arid
product
a
of
are
of which and the utilization
and will do much less harm than what some of them
pupils.
Mrs. Rosa Futrelle-Gideon- 's
that now goes to waste, much is to be hoped for. manu- accustomed to," is his comment on the experiment.
The great benefit to a country or section of
If the hopes of the Roeblings are fulfilled theirs will assisted by herself and Mrs. S. B.
entertained a large audience
facturing plants "that make things" out of the natural be the only bar within more than a mile of their city. Miller,
evening In Elks theater with a
products of the soil that otherwise go to waste cannot be
assurances have been given that no other last
musical which proved highly enteroverestimated and it is to lie hoped that a decision of licenses will be Issued In the neighborhood, leaving a taining to the parents and friends of
land
the
that
and
made,
may
soon
be
own
at
salvation.
issue
out
matter
to
work
its
to
club
the
the
bar
clear field
the pupils who were in attendance, as
commissioner may reverse his ruling, provided, of course,
To this extent the workmen will be compelled to go all the numbers rendered were excel
price
the
investigation establishes as a fact that
to' the company's bar if they want a drink, but if they lent and showed the careful training
' tiat
asked for the guayule as timber be so high a to militate choose to go to Trenton or elsewhere there will be noth- to which they have been subjected.
against the development of the rubber industry. El Paso ing to prevent their doing so. Being in absolute posses- About eighteen numbers were ren
dered, including several solos sung by
Times.
sion and ownership of the houses and hotels, however, Mrs. Miller.
the Roeblings will be in a position to dispense with the
company of any man who abuses his privileges. By deOne of the feature events of the
clining to rent him a house or to house him In one of the High school commencement entertainReview,
Henry Clews, in his last Weekly .Financial
hotels it would be made so difficult for him to reach his ments and exercises was the reception
May 12, says that "cheap money need not be anticipated work as to virtually drive him elsewhere, or by dischargtendered the seniors of the school by
stringency
acute
come,
the
but
to
for weeks or. months
remove any reason for his desiring the Juniors last evening in Elks' hall,
ing
they
would
him
relikely
to
be
at which time a large number ' of
observed In April is certainly over and not
to remain In the city.
guests were present, and the Juniors
peated until the regular autumn requirements set in."
Although the company will conduct the department
He also touches on the question raised the other day store, It will not. be' a "company store" in the sense that demonstrated their ability as enterDancing was indulged In unty The Citizen in reference to the placing of bonds. He the name usually Implies. Everything will be sold on a tainers.
a late hour. Other social affairs
declares that "the bond market is Inactive and not in an cash basis, and employes will be free to deal there or til
planned for the graduating class will
entirely satisfactory shape to holders for the reason that elsewhere, as they see fit. CreJit will be allowed for one take place tonight
and tomorrow night
5 per
who,
a
in
investors,
awaiting
are
large amounts
by deducting the followed by the class day exercises
week, the account being balanced
4
cent
per
for
hungry
cent money market, are not very
amount owed from the wages of the head of the house, Thursday evening In Elks' theater and
investments, especially as further Important issues oi se- but whatever balance may remain will be paid In cash, the commencement, exercises Friday
curities are pending which may have to be floated at and If there Is no account to offset the wages nothing night in the theater.
Bomcwhat higher figures than originally intended in order will be withheld.
to find ready takers."
In other words, the Roebling employes will not have
In speaking of the fact that relief in the money mar- the grievance which has been one of the sharpest thorns
is
says:
"It
Clews
Mr.
abroad,
ket was obtained from
in the flesh of the miners, who in many Instances have
quite evident, also, that, if our needs demanded further been paid off In script redeemable in a company's store
The
assistance from this quarter, it could be obtained.
in goods sold at exhorbltant prices. No script will be
European situation has much improved during the last issued by the Roeblings. Their men will be paid in cash,
good;
for
settled
was
affair
few weeks. The Moroccan
and must pay what amounts to cash for what they buy,
"Albuquerque, the metropolis of
the Russian revolution is progressing on more peaceful
Inasmuch as no attempt will be made to clear a profit
is exceedingly lively
lineB, and the French republic has demonstrated to the from the operation of the store, however, and with a great New Mexico,
world its stability and its power to govern by vigorous variety to choose from on the 20,000 square feet of floor theae beautiful spring days," remark
Closo Observer, and the Scribe,
suppression of the May Day disturbances. Germany for space, there will be no occasion for the employes to seek ed the
for once, was ready to listen, for it
the present, at least, is not a disturbing element, for the elsewhere for their supplies.
stemed certain, the C. O. was going
reason that owing to her recent policy she is Isolated and
The houses will be furnished with such conveniences to boost instead of knock, but disap
England.
and
France
Russia,
of
friendship
has lost the
as running water and will be connected with sewers ex pointment awaited the Scribe, for the
Under such isolation German ambitions are likely to be tending beneath alleys, which will longitudinally divide V. u. continued:
"Yes, she's very lively; at least ten
restrained, thus making for general peace. All of this is each block of houses, but otherwise the tenants will have
important to the New York stock market, Inasmuch as in to provide furnishings. They will also have to pay for different and distinct dog fights nave
case of need we should be more free to borrow in London the use of gas, which Is about the only thing which will occurred the past few days, and right
here I want to remark that it's a my
or Paris than if different conditions prevailed."
not be supplied by the company. It happens that the tery where all the curs come from.
mains of the Public Service corporation which supply
"Saturday night on Second street.
Trenton with gas run close to the "model city." They while the walks were crowded with
pedestrians, ladies and children cut
tenThe weather report of the Santa Fe office, May 14, will be tapped and all houses will be piped, but the
shopping, a dog, belonging to a bicompany.
gas
will
to
ants
have
with
settle
Streets
the
eays:
by cycle dealer's- wife, was attacked by
The last week generally beg?.n with fair, cool weather hotels and public buildings will, however, be lighted
dog. For ten minutes they
Roeblings
by
electricity
plant
soon
to another
a
the
from
is
which
throughout the terr'rorv, gradually tending toward showfought fiercely, despite the attempts
separate them.
of bystanders to
ering conditions on the 8th, an.l light local showers and be established.
All this the Roeblings will do for their employes. The Women screamed, children ran. and
thunderstorms prevailed on the 9th to the 12th. A few company
will do Its own street cleaning and public horses hitched
ntar, reared and
stations received heavy showers, but as a
of the eas-.er- a
lighting, will maintain the grounds and dispose of the re pawed. It was quite exciting, and 1
of
quarter
averaging
a
llfrht,
less
than
were
they
rile
conduct its own hotel and bar and store, and limit olxserved that neither of those dogs
an inch. The dryness of the southwestern district, that fuse,
privileges
to those who conform to reasonable rules of had a collar or license attached to
by
had continued mere than thty days, was broken
them.
gentle showera on the 11th, not sufficient, however, to conduct. But at the same time every possible effort will
"Yesterday another fight took place.
prevent a dust storm during the high wind on the 12th. be made to get as far as possible away from paternalism. Two dogs of unknown pedigree
only requisite will be for a man to do his work
In a fierce battle at Second
Rather severe and damaging hail storms occurred at a well "The
and behave himself," is the dictum of the Roeblings. street and Railroad avenue, two of
few stations on the eastern Blope.
.vise
will
If
be
living
in
"Othci
his
were
as
as
he
he
free
the principal thoroughfares, you will
The temperature during the week averaged somewhat own
on hia own land. Just as far as possible we observe. Their snarls and barks athouse
deficiency
Paso
El
at
generally,
the
below normal,
From north,
tracted other canines.
amounting to about three degrees a day, while at Santa jhall not interfere with his absolute fref lori. and nothing south,
east and west, they came; big
will be more thoroughly impressed upon him than this
Fe nearly normal conditions obtained. The slow increase
Newfoundlands,
fact. We are not giving away, and the men will be get- dogs, little dogs,
In temperature has held back the snow in the mountains, ting only
black dogs, brlndle pups, light dogs,
obpay
they
They
will
no
what
for.
be
under
damrunning
full,
and, while the northern streams are
black dags, brlndle pups, dogs of evligation to us nor we to them, so far as life in the city is ery
kind and description, until I
aging overflows have not occurred thus far; high water,
concerned.
and not a one,
counted twenty-three- ,
however, is general.
Incharge
"We
enough
fair
shall
provide
in
a
rents to
sir, not a one that had a license. '
Albuquerque:
Pitt Ross There were a few cloudy terest on our
Investment In houses and their surround"Where is the official doe catcher?
days but it continued dry and windy, most of the week; ings.
While the store, for instance, will not be conducted What has' become of the dog tax or
temperatures are generally rising.
for the purpose of making a profit, there is no thought of dinance? Where do all these home
curs
running it at a loss, and the same principle holds good less, nameless, pedigreeless
throughout the project. It is pure business with us, come from, and why are they permitted to roam the streets, engaging
Thanks to providence and the protective tariff on though we would not go Into it if we did not consider it in fights, scaring ladies and children,
good
enjoygrowers
business,
good
for
find
if
men
so
business
and the
are
far
it as
wool, the New Mexico sheep
barking at
snapping at bicyclists,
ing the best season ever had in the history of that indus them we shall be satisfied.
passing teams, scaring horses, and
"In the social life of the employes there will be no proving a nuisance in the extreme?
try in the territory. Properly translated this means that
they should be grateful to providence and the republican attempt to enter. In fact, we purposo to keep our hands Why?"
tr
But the Scribe was unable to
off in everything, except where we take the place of the
party of the nation.
question, that has
Lest they forget, the New Mexican desires to call to usual city officials, such as commissioners of lighting, been this
a.sked several times gefore.
their minds that ten years ago ewes sold for from $1.25 street cleaning, parks and the like."
"Worklngmeu
patron
per
and
dou't
to
$1.00
want
head,
75c
be
coddled
and
to
per
head; lambs from
to $1.75
ized They would rather have steady work the year ONE MORE PAINT
wool at from 7 to 9 cents per pound. In Sunny New Mexico, while during 1905 and 1906, under republican admin- around at decent wages than all the libraries in the world.
TO THE ASTROLOGER
istration and with favorable natural conditions, ewes Fortunately, we have been able to provide the work, and
the
of
best
men
each;
week,
a
the
making
$4.01
are
to
as
$50
as much
$5.0
were Bold and are selling at from
PROFESSOR
ITELYOU
TELLS
lambs brought and bring from $2.50 to $3.0u per head, while few are getting as little as $10. For reasons over
YOU
YOU
WANT TO
WHAT
and wool ranged and ranges from 19c to 24c per pound, which we have no control we are also providing them
KNOW
CALL AUTOMATIC
according to grade. In 1896 Grover Cleveland was presi- with places to live, and In doing so have built comfortPHONE
101.
places
able
to
live,
doing
so have built comfortable
and in
dent.
Shipments of New Mexico cattle to eastern markets able and substantial houses, but more than that we have
"Hello! Is this Professor Itelyou?"
have commenced and very satisfactory prices are being not attempted and shall not attempt to do."
"Yes sir, are you the reporter?"
One of the secrets of the freedom of the Roeblings
"Yes sir, jij you want to see a reobtained. The calf crop has been great, ranges are in
good condition, the water Bupply is abundant; therefore. from lalnir troubles has been the close association be- porter?"
"Why yes, what time is it?"
the cattle growers of New Mexico can stand delay by tween them and their employes. The three sons of John
"Three
o'clock."
A.
Roebling
grew
up
so
gtatehood
bill.
in
the
not
was
business,
on
and
it
Hamilton
Joint
the
conferees
the
"Well you want to know about a
long ago that they could call every workman by his first
young lady, a position and business."
The Citizen ha received a copy of "Free Homes In name and knew his family history. There are even yet,
This was what Professor
Itelyou,
Country," a small pamphlet of ten pages in spite of the great growth of the business, men in the the astrologer,
the Nara-Vistold a reporter over
employ
Roeblings
of
the
illustrations,
two
whose
pamphlet
grandfathers
cover..
contains
The
fathers
and
besides
the lelepnone this afternoon what he
and worked in the mills before them, and whose sons are now wanted to kno about. You see, the
one being a map showing the location of Nara-Visbeing
trained to take their father's places.
professor is in the city for a week and
the other being a display of agricultural products grown
"The explanation of our project is, in fact, of the he is going to tell any body that calls
without Irrigation. From the map as well as the letter
said the president of the compa.iy. "Every him up what they want to know about
is on the Rock Island sjmplest,
press, it is learned that Nara-Vismost
Ui number is 101, Automatic
railroad, in the southeastern portion of Union county. available foot of room at our works in Trent ou is In use, phone.
New Mexico, directly south of Clayton and a little north- and we are still crowded up to the limit of efficiency. It
Bui what do y u think of an aneast of where Ute creek flows into the Canadian river. became imperative for us to expand, but when we tried to swer t':ut would ih it ninety-nincases
adjoining
buy
property
Nara-Visin
a
are
more
acres
country
l.Ouo.ouo
than
we
the
Trenton
found that
In the
out of every one hundred, where the
prices
prohibitive,
were
although it was the presence of man In the case is a reporter. Women,
of government land open to settlement, altitude 4,onO to
6,000 feet, soil good, rainfall alxjut 20 Inches, good water our plant which had made the surrounding property of position ;,n,j business are things that
every reporter ought to know some-'hih- ,;
reached at from 30 to 150 feet. The pamphlet, was printed value.
al.otit.
"We are providing for the extension of our business
by the Tucuniearl News Print, and The Citizen is in
what we have in Trenton will remain there to suit our
for lis copy.
debted to Willard Belknap of Nara-Vit- a
Block, whose business was
own convenience, and not that of our men. At Kiukora destroyed lu the San Francisco earth-nu:.l;Tucuniearl News: The News has Just learned that we have many advantages, 6iich as plenty of free water
and fire, is in the city from
Henry Pfaff of El Paso, who recently bought some valu which Is an item that alone will reduce the cost of pro "eriu'.il;.,. A few days after the
Mr. Block, wife
catastrophe,
cents a ton. Under our feet there
able real estate here, is going to begin the erection of a duction by tweiity-fiv- e
Francisco for
Sin
left
Is
ildr.n.
large
,f
supply
a
corner
away
on
north
of
block
the
silicate,
right
important
the
item
Is
an
5,000.
which
hojel
$?
Heniaiillo, where they are n.w
of the Baptist church. This property was purchased from in the making of steel. By means of the Delaware river
relatives and friends. Years
Col. T. W. Heuian as agent by these people last fall for a we shall have water carriage to our doors for the re "K". Mr. Block was in the produce
ceiviug of raw material and shipping of finished product. business
nominal sum, and it Is an ideal location for a hotel.
in tills city.
Business Manager

President
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shapes that stylish dressers
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
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Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premier,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premier, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1

1 Chicago;
1 Manhatton;
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new etock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be just aa represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

Lambert;

1

Fox,

Call-graph- s;

00000
You Think

Nothing

of tho money expended in keeping up your lodge rooms,
do you exercise as much care in making your homes as

comfortable?

Hy your wife a Gas Range.

It

will be the

best gift you ever made her
Cooking demonstration

Tuesday afternoon, May

15,

2:30.

G. S. RAMSAY,
401

JEMEZ HOT

West Railroad Avenue.
SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line wlt'h a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. b. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

F. G. PRATT

& CO.

Bole agents (or Cas.no Canned Goods
Jas. Hekln & Co.'s Coftees. Im

boden's Granite Flour.

Electric Building, 4th and Gold
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

oo ooo ooosooo oooeooKc
MEL1NI & EAKIN,

WholesaH liquor and

Clar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k
Chandon White Seal Champagne. 8t. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian aod
Jos. ScbliU Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatlo Telephone, 199. Salesroom. Ill South Tint
Street. Albuquerque, New Mezioa.

i

vis-''iii- n

Stapl and Fancy
Groceries
Hillfboro

'

CTeamery Butter
B&rch.

Best on

Highland Jersey Dairy.

W. E.

WOOL

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.

Free Delivery.
Orders Bollcitea!
Colo, phone, 21k.
XI 4 South Beeond Street.

,

89.

1500 S. B'wajr.

MAUGER

f

irti Mauger. A Avery, Boston

ALBUQUERQUE, R, M,

'

TUESDAY, MAY'15,

JOTTINGS FROM

SANDOVAL COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT!

NO TERRITORIAL

POLICE CIRCLES

ENCAMPMENT

Grand Jury Dismissed on Two Victims in Police Court This Year, But Regiment Kill
Be Sent to Austin, Texas,
Scathing Charges Made
of
This Morning-Ca- se
by District Attorney.
For Two Weeks
Armijo at 5 O'clock.
j

0. P.

HOVEY

COMPLAINT

FOUND NOT GUILTY

Sandoval comity court reconvened
yesterday morning with the taking up
I. H. Madden
of the case of
against O. P. Hovey. The action was
rebrought to have the defendant
moved from the office of Justice of
the peace cf AlgodotKS. The grounds
alleged for removal are that defendant ihimself engaged in promoting
certain bailies (dances), In his precinct, without taking out the necessary license; also that he permitted
gnies to be carried on at the fiesta
held at Algodones, without complying with the law.
The case as made for the territory
tended to show that at the fiesta
aforesaid, held at Algodomes In January last, games of chance were carried cm and bailies given, for profit,
and that these things were done with
the knowledge and consent of the defendants. The principal witness was
Jameg H. Madden.
rhe. defense produced evidence to show that the
dances were held for entertainment,
a
and that they were a failure a
money-gettin- g
scheme; also that
some $2 was collected from the games
of chance, and this money was paid
Into the church of the place.
"Not guilty," was the verdic t of the
e

jury.

Upon reporting a budget of nineteen Indictment, the work of several
days, the Sandoval county grand Jury
waa summarily dismissed yesterday
morning under circumstances extraordinary In the extreme. In open court
District; Attorney Clancy attacked the
integrity of the jurymen in the most
drastic terms, charging them as a
whole, of being unfair, biased, and to
say dishonest, in their labors. The
prosecutor's statement to the court
was of great length. He charged that
the jury refused to bring true .bills
against any person being a member
of the political faction in power in
the county, and vice versa; that the
Jury was very alert to bring indictments against any person of the
political faction.
And the district attorney went on
to show the reason for his statement
by sighting various cases brought before the jury.
The jury was dismissed by the court, with words of
reppoval.
g

In the case of the Territory vs.
Frank Blake, charged with larceny,
the defendant pleaded not guilty, and
asked for a change of venue. Attorney Summers Burkhart appeared for
the defendant.
In the case of the
Felix Bustos, charged
he pleaded not guilty.

Territory
vs
with sodomy,

Indictments Returned.
Territory vs. Frank Blake, assault
:
with
Territory vs. Felix Bustos, sodomy
Territory vs. Marcelino Baca, perjury.
Territory
vs. Ruperto
Gonzales
stealing cattle.
Territory vs. Cornel io' Montoya
keeiing gaming table without a 11
cense.
Territory vs. Ramon Lucero. as
sault with intitnt to murder, and as
sault with a deadly weapon.
Territory vs. Harry MeVan, other
wise known as McDonald, stealing a
horse and obtaining
money under
iaise pretense.
Territory vs. Ambrosio Valencia
refusing to send children to school.
Territory vs. Alejandro Francosa,
refusing to send children to school.
Territory vs. Jose Sandoval, refus
ing to send children to school.
Territory vs. Reyes Chavez, refusing to send children to school.
Territory vs. Felix Lucero, refus
ing to send children to school.
Territory vs. Santiago Sanchez, re
fusing to send children to school.
Territory vs. Perfllio Salazar, keeping gaming table without a license.
Territory, vs. Eliseo Mata, killing a
mule.
Territory vs. EMseo Mata, stealing
a bull.
deadly-weapon;.-

MODERN MONTE CARLO
AT THE CASINO

Jose L. Vnda, a wealthy Mexican
from Montere, Mexico, has been sold
tie dub privileges at the Casino for
the summer, and last nteht opened
for business in the room to the right
of the entrance of the Casino. Unir
the regime of Senor Ynda, the club
will be conducted very much on the
order of a Monte Carlo, with several
8anish games that are just being
Introduced In the states. One of
these games, and probably the most
fascinating one to be found in the
Casino club, Is "Partlda," which is
very much like our roulette, but is
played with cards instead of with a
wheel
The dealers sit at a long table, one pulling cards from the bottom
f a pack, while the other places the
cards called out on the "lay-out.Thtre is no odds in the betting, and
the per cent against the player is the
same as in faro bank, the play,r losing half his bet should two cards of
the same kind 1' drawn frmi the
pack ut one turn.
Mr. Ynda tomes to the Casino with
the recommendation of being a man
Integrity.
One
of unquestionable
striking feature of the Caiu club is
the lare amount of money stacked
on tile l.aiies i xne pitu-t-- .
The first while hat display of the
season will 1) made by Madam
in
tomorrow. Everything
duck and linen, fresh from St. Iuis
and Chicago, will be shown.

DURiNG

CITY FILED

AGAINST

Two victims were lefore Police
Judge Crawford this morning to receive their Just deserts for breaking
the laws. The first, Charles Monlgle,
charged with Ielng drunk, and
pleaded guilty and was given
five days on
Street Commissioner
Tierney's force.
Clara Slsenorls took one too many
drinks last evening, and In the heat
of passion, and booze, playTully towed
a beer glass at one of the bartenders
in a Third street saloon. The glass
took cine one of Bill Ney's fancy
curves, however, and missed the mixologists, being caught by a bystander
while the police caught Clara.. She
was given ten days.

Ist

evening at 5 o'clock C. B.
Clein was given a hearing in police
court, charged with the theft of a bicycle. Some time ago Clein contracted with F. S. Hopping, the bicycle
man, for a wheel, paying a small sum
down, the rest to come In install
ments. Growing short e.f funds one
day, Cltin disposed of the wheel,
whlflh had not yet been paid for, to
R. Li. Dodson, another bicycle dealer,
for a $5 note. Hopping, learning of
this transaction, swore out a warrant
for Cloin's arrest, but lie ws not
taken Into custody until yesterday.
He was found guilty and given sixty
days in the county Jail, where he now
reposes, llng committed this morning.

The hearing of Francisco Armijo,
taken into custody last evening for
creating a disturbance on the public
streets, being released later on a
bond, of $10, to appear this morning,
went" over until 5 o'clock this afternoon.
Armijo, the elder. It seems,
became angered at his son, Antonio,
yesterday in the probate court room,
and continued the quarrel later in the
afternoon, when the met his son in
front of the St. Elmo club rooms. No
complaint was filed against him by
the son, but the police arrested him
for disturbing the peace.
This morning before Justice Crawford, Fred J. Otero appeared and
swore to the complaint charging the
city officials with unlawfully occupying the premises he alleges belong to
parties whom he legally represents,
known as the City building, at
the corner of Third street and Tijeras
avenue. The complaint alleges that
the city officials still continue to occupy said premises, after having been
given the required five days' notice
to move out, and that they have long
occupied the premises without paying
rent, and contrary to law. This is
the first step in the proceedings
brought by the owners of the property, through their attorney, W, B.
ChJldc-rsto must the city officials
from the building. The suit of eviction will le heard in the district
court, but Jt is the opinion of all concerned in the matter that It will be
some time before the case comes up
for a hearing, as it seems to be the
intention of at least one side to take
a continuance In the case when It Is
first called for hearing.

A

THE U. 5. ENCAMPMENT

circular

letter has been Issued

by Adjutant General Tarklngton, of
the New Mexico National Guards, to

the captains of all militia companies
in the territory, to the effect that the
territorial encampment, which It was
planned to hold In the early part of
August, at Las Vegas, will be abandoned, and the regiment sent direct
to Austin, Texas, for two weeks' Instructions In the government military
maneuvers to be held there from
August 1 to September 30.
This action was taken, it Is said,
because cf the Inability of many
members of the National Guards to
be away from their homes and duties
as long as would be necessary, were
the territorial encampment held and
toe men afterwards sent on to Austin,
as was the Intention and as It was
thought that more good
would
be derived from visiting the government encampment than would accrue
to the men through merely a territorial encampment, the latter, it was
decided, should be abandoned.
By. abandoning the territorial . encampment, which would haw cost at
least $6,500, this large sum of money
is also saved to the territorial
guards, to be expended in needed
equipment, and for an encampment
fund for 1907, and the boys will get
their outing Just the same, at the expense of the government, and on regulation pay.
It Is now the Intention to have
8iecial train start from the territory
some time in August, picking up the
companies at the different
cities
where militia companies are maintained, and proceed to Austin, there
to remain in camp two weeks. This
would mean that the men would be
away from the territory probabiy
three weeks all told, whereas, under
the original plan, the men would have
been absent at least thirty days.
Although the adjutant general has
issued the above instructions,
the
captains of Companies E and G in this
city and Old Albuquerque, have not
yet received copies of the circular
letter.

greatest nation In the world, the land
of the free and the home of the brave
had 1een broken. Uslnff slang ex- pression tcolned apparently to fit thel
case, "we are all In, physically and
financially, and we don't care whether
school keeps or not."
"I'm going to an uncle and aunt in
Missouri," said a little girl of about
13 years of age with a soda cracker
and Rome canned meats. "We lost all
we had nnd papa nd mamma thought
that brother and I had bitter go to
Aunt Angy, while papa worked to get
enough money to come too."
Every weary traveler had a sad
story to tell, and the above was only
a sample. Many of the women, the
reporter was told, only had the clothing they wore 'and that many of them
were too poor to buy a cup of coffee
with which to wash down the crackers
and canned goods that had been furnished them at the relief camps In
San Francisco.

FLOOR

ELEVATED, AND
IMPROVEMENTS MADE

STOCK COMPANY
THE BOARDS.

MANY
BER-GE-

HOLDING

large

CARPENTER

y

tJ attract attention.
BROWN DRIVES

NAIL THROUGH HIS FINGER

With one blow of his hammer yes

terday afternoon, Frank lirown, a
carpenter employed on the W. C. Wilson house on Hazeldine avenue, drove

a
wire nail through his
dex finger and into the wood beneath
the finger, at which the nail had betai
aimed. It was with main force that
the nail was withdrawn. The nail
just scratched past the hone, but
caused very little pain. Mr. lirown
continued to work the day out.
Contractor Wilson, who witnessed
the accident, said last night that he
had often h ard of such accidents, but
this was the first time he had ever
seen anything of the kind.
ten-penn-

In-

y

TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

SEEKING

RELATIVES

MANY OF THEM TOO POOR TO
BUY COFFEE WITH WHICH TO
WASH DOWN
CANNED
GOODS
AND CRACKERS FURNISHED BY

RELIEF CORPS.
It was a scene to excite pity and
struck to the heart of those who
chanced to pass through the second
section of No. 8, w hich passed through
the city early this morning loaded
with refugees of the San Francisco
catastrophe.
Four express cars, four
smoking cars and a chair car com-- :
posed the train, and each of the last
named were filled with women and
children sleeping and lying about In
the most wretched circumstances. The
expression that covered every dirty
vintage, for all showed the care of
travel and their clothes were untidy,
was anything but the gleam of hopefulness. The spirit which touyed up
the handful of pilgrims that landed
on Plymouth rock and established the

Mm old

MORTUARY

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

MARKETS
-

ITOCR

MONET

META'.

WOOL

3fi3H per cent;
paper,

60

e.

ha

prime
per cent.

mercantile
Bar silver,

The ciarkeviiie Produce Co.,

i(o.u; calve,

lexuus,

just received a
large shipment ol
Roll Top
Desks, Hat ana Standing
Peaks, office Chairs, Book
Case, Typewriter Stands
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to

4(fj!6.20.

Sheop Receipts, 16,000; market Is
strong;
sheep, $4.25fff5.90; lambs,

If

$4.907.70.
N""

ON

RCStfELL TRIP TOMGHT

Doris Hubbell Runyan.
Doris Hubbell Runyan, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
S. B. Runyan, formerly of Los
who have been residents of this
city the past nine months, died at the
home of her parents at 320 Baca avenue yesterday, of Infant troubles. The
funeral ceremonies took place this
morning, interment In Santa Barbara
cemetery.

At a meeting of the Browns, called
for this evening, it will be definitely
decided whether the team goes to
Roswell to play the New Mexico Military academy boys.
The trip will
bo made over the Santa Fe Central
and Roswell automcihile line. The
cadets offer to pay all expenses, and
doubtless the pilgrimage
be made
If a winning team can be got together. It would be a hard slam on
the territorial champions should they
go to Roswell and he worsted by a
the team of boys.

An-gvl-

A few days ago A. V. Tegner,
contractor and Jiuilder, was called to
I.os Angeles, in response to a message that his wife, who had gone to
southern California for her health,
was dangerously ill. Mrs. Tegner Improved for a few days, when Mr. Tegner returned to this city with her,
accompanied by her friend, Mrs. Kate
Creason. it is learned today that,
Mrs. Tegner is slowly getting better,
and when her health permits she will
be taken to the Pecos country where
she will spend the summer. The lady
suffers with nervousness and heart
affliction.
;
proposed
of
electric car line Into the Highlands
are very sanguinej rf success. Inasmuch as about twenty property owners in that section of the city yesterday signed the printed contracts,
agreeing to subscribe their part of
the subsidy of $15,000 to be raised.
The plan, according to the contracts,
is to have the property owners on
East Railroad avenue, from the
tracks to the university, subscribe at
the rate of fifty cents per fncmt foot,
the owners of proierty In the first
blocks on side streets at the rate of
twenty-fiv-e
cents per front foot, and
those owning property in the second
blocks on side streets, at the rate of
twelve and one-hal- f
cents per front
foot.
)
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cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, thus
causing you much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

tjj-

if

0

represent the best workmanship and highest class of

S

Albert Faher
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N.

if.

TO THE LADIES:

weather Is here too warm to wash and iron. Send roar
Shint Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not be
. .u iwi.-- . jjvmih-oiiw.uu..u v.,
ur K1""! I1UIS1I.
Back of Postofnce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Hot

Auto., 319;

Colo.,

Imperial Laundry Co.

Red 148.

Yotir Prescriptions, If Entrusted
--

EVERY

GAINS

will receive the personal care of one of the firm,

both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Until he saw this feeule rime
Smoking made him spit and coogn
But now he wears, most all the time.
The "smile that won't come off."
He had tried many cigars, but&erer
knew what an "out cf eight" amok
was until he hit upon a White Lily.
You couldn't coax him now with any
other brand. Yet it costs only At
cents the ne, $2 the box of fifty. Got
the name? "White Lily."

DAY.

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

Summer School
Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
Proprietress
Manager
410 West Railroad Ave.

Grand Central Hotel

TO

The St. Elmo
BARNETT, Prop'r.

JOSEPH

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

$15-t-

o

$18

!

Wines, Brandies. Etc,

J

8 AMPLE AND

&

CLUB ROOMS

00000
IN

BREAD

MAKINO.

reason.

i in

ss

-

CC0C00C0CKCWOSOf

THE BERGER STOCK CO.

p

ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB

AU8TRIAN

Second SL. Both Phones.

BERGlIr

Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.

Souvenirs

and

MONUMENTS
201 211 N.

M.

U

1

OLD
Superintendents
Fslrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

.

,i

UNDERTAKERS

per

month; day board from 112.50 to
Apply east end of Viaduct, Bakery, after the 16tb.

Finest Whiskies

the moat Important of all; that
Is the selection
of proper flow.
There is no difficulty about this it
Empress flour Is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, whits
and nutritious bread as to be
by any milled. Thebes
bread makers use It for that Try

STRONG BLOCK.

$15.

AVENUB.

Is

CUttlFY

this office.
ROOM and board from

RAILROAD

THE FIRST LESSON

CO.

FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
West Railroad avenue.
LOST Child's gold ne( k chain, with
cross attached,
finder leave at

RICHARDS

113'a WEST

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents Chlcker-ln- g
& Sons to be the best place to Large. Mry Rooms.
Prices Very Res.
sonable,
look for pianos of less expensive
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
grade.
The name Chlckerlng Is In Itself
Proprietor.
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other mafies It
bandies. In New Mexico the Chlck0. W. Strong's Sons
erlng is represented solely by

TOO LATE

J.

A.

Albuquerque

THE CHICKtRING STORE

THE WHITSON MUSIC

TO

The Williams Drug Co.

THE CHICAGO
PRICE SLASHERS ARE AT THE CASH BUYERS
UNION
STORE. BIG BAR-

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

& CO.,

A SERVANT

THAT

117 Gold

Avenue

AT THE CASINO
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

MAY

14th, 15th and 16th

IN

"FOOL AND THE WIDO W"
Geo.

CAST OF CHARACTERS.

ThttIItvr!;ilSir

,,lira

Between the acts the following spe- Wm. E. Neff oiaVti.
will bo given:
y.
ILLUSTRATED SONGS,
By BerBer A Webb.

Fane

AujrUStUS

AnWm,' KSnfST.

Frank Melville
Wm Hill
d
.ills-Mable Sweeney
Fane
Utile Trixy
Baby Lucille.
Fanny Merryweather, the Widow,
E.

Hawkins

,

.

Mifs

Hn

HILL & EDMONDS

THE
In

K. May

RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD

4

BABY LUCILE,
" Songs and Dances,

"The Wrong Man."
(Huns forty minutes.)

LINDEMANN'S

MUSIC

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

...

TRIO,

DO YOUR

WORK.

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

STORE.

Meet Me at Yanow's

Hour is made from

Dealers in Flour and Feed, for a Sample Sack

I

TIRES

NEVER

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRAND8,
DO YOUR 8HOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

P.hnirifl Kancno Tnrbv Harrl Whoat
wiiuiwu iiuiiuuU IUIHUJ IIUIU IIIIUUI

.

We have

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, May 15. Cattle Receipts,
4,000; market steady; beeves, $4.15
6.15; cows and heifers, $1.85T5.3G;
stock
and feeders, $2.90 4.85;

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

Phne

The Man of Business or the Home Library

New York Money Market.
New York, May 15. Money on call,

BROWNS TO DECIDE

Hio Patent
(I

THE

i

reoord-breakini-

suffi-ckntl-

oooooo

er

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

WITH PACKED HOUSE

PAGE FIVE.

Provisions.
Chicago, May 15. Following were
closing prices:
FIRST JLRSEY OWNER
Wheat May, S2c? July, 80c.
Corn May, 48c; July, 46c.
WAS BOB LONDON
Oats May, SSffSSc.
Pork May, $15.60; July. $15.60.
"I noticed what The Evening Citizen
lard May, $8.52: July. $8.62Mr.
said yesterday In correcting a recent
Ribs May, $8.72; July, $8.85
article In the Morning Journal," said 8.87V4.
Ilohert London, the dairyman, "where
Kansas City Live Stock.
credit was given Capt. W. 11. Glllen-watKansas City, Mo., May 15. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
for bringing the first herd of
15,000, Including 500 southJerseys to this city. Whosoever Inspired that article was mistaken, for erns; market steady to 10c lower;
before the captain ever thought of native steers, $4.255.90; southern
coming to Albuquerque there were steers, $3.505.25; southern cows,
several dairymen In this city who had $2.604.25; native cows and heifers,
brought Jerseys to this valley and I2.60Q6.25; stockers
and feodiprs,
milking them. I am the oldest dairy- $34; bulls, $34.25; calves. $36;
man today in Albuquerque and as western fed steers, $3.755.25; westearly as 1887 had a herd of Jersey ern fed cows, $2.76 4. 60.
cows and several thoroughbred Jersey
Closing Stock Quotations.
bulls. In those early days the milk
New York, May 15.
Following
man would drive up to the house and
on the customer ordering milk he were closing prices:
89
would pour the fluid Into a can. In Atchison, ortmmon
102I4
1889 1 Introduced the glass bottles Atchison, preferred
14iVi
and now every dairyman In business New York Central
135V6
here uses them. I have some fine Jer Pennsylvania
66
sey stock I think the best in the val- - Southern Pacific
ley and I am willing to get a few of Union Pacific, common
U9i
Pacific, prefeired
1091s
the fancy ones In condition to be ex- - Union
U. S. Steel, common
41
hibited at the fair." U. S. Steel, preferred
105'4

THE CASINO OPENS

The regular Bummer season of the
Casino, at Traction Park, opened last
evening with the auditorium packed
to the doors by an audience
who
came to witness the opening bill of
Bergor
ocanpany.
the
Stock
The floor of the hall had been elevated, so that one could giet an excellent view of the stage from every
part of the house.' The bill presented
last evening, and which wJU run until Thursday night, was "The Fool and
the Widow," a three-ac- t
comedy, in
which the actors got all that was possible out of the piece. The company
is a fairly good one and probably
would have done well had they (had
anything to do.
The specialties were good, however,
the singing of Baby Lucille, the illusIT UNDOUBTEDLY WILL
trated songs, and the Hill and Edmonds trio, in "The Wrong Man,"
BE THE LARGEST YET making good. Tonight the bill will
be presented again, and on WednesL. C. BENNETT
SAYS
DENVER day night, a new bill being produced
ELKS' REUNION WILL BE AT- Thursday night and the remainder of
the week.
TENDED BY THOUSANDS FROM
THE EAST.
WANTS MORE
Ij. C. Bennett, city salesman for the
DEFINITE INFORMATION
Gross, Kelly Grocery oomnany, has
returned
from a trip to New York,
COMMITTEE-TH- EN
BUILDING
where ho was called 'by the serious FROM
DO
LET ARCHITECTS
illness of his father. Mr. Bennett
THE BEST THEY CAN.
states that his father has greatly Improved and Is on the road to recovery. To
The Evening Citizen.
"Denver," said h,e, "is going to be
I note that the chairman
of the
the meeca for Elks from all over the building
of the council has
United States this summer. Four advertisedcommittee
bids from architects for
houndred from New York city al;ine a new cityforhall.
The
will be in attendance, according
to does not state what theadvertisement
to
the plans of that lodge, and Brooklyn petition is to be. I suggestIncentive
the proper
will also send a large delegation to authority
instruot the building comthe grand lodge. Everywhere In the mittee to make
fact known. Again
east talk of sending large delegations the dimensions this
of the building are
to the western city was heard, and it given and the amount
cost also.
certainly looks as though the Denver The size Is too large forofthe
price as
?
reunion would be a
any contractor will quickly see If he
one. Albuquerque's delegation should
five minutes to figure. Why not
be largo and representative, es It takes
give
of rooms actually
wdll
an excellent opportunity to ac- neededthe number
quaint the people of the east with leave and about the size of each, and
architects to do their best
the merits and attractions of the me- for thethe
amount of money appropriated
tropolis of New Mexico."
purpose.
OUTSIDER.
Mr, Bennett is the chairman of the for the
Elks' Denver reunion committee, and
says that he feels assured that the EARTHQUAKE REFUGEES
delegation from this city will be

htew-ard-l.am-
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EVENING CITIZEN.

rALBUQUEHQUE

1906.

Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.

w

3

y

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them Fki v.
and Guarantee every pair'

,

ol glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable. Perm&nontly located in.
Railroad avenue.

Ill

c. hi

carnes,

aa

... i

ALBUQUERQUE
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QUEEN OF ANARCHY; RICH WOMAfl PRACTICES THEORY Ask your dealer

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

15, 1908.

Automatic Phone, 292.

E
FOR
ILLUSTRATED
32-PAG-

MME. SORGUE, A LEADER IN THE GREAT STRIKE THAT IS CONVULSING FRANCE, HAS LARGE ESTATES WHICH SHE RUNS AT
WHO
HER WORKMEN,
A LOSS SO AS TO SET AN EXAMPLE

BENEFIT, SCORN HER

It

'..;.,

"'

n

AN INTERVIE WWITH HER.

land in the noiith of France," she said,
Special Correspondence:
I now owe 2i)O,0O0 francs on it;
Paris, May 15. The Citoyevno Sor-gu- "hut
it Is true that I make 17,000 francs
Is. At the present moment, the
Ikt year from what I sell on it, but
most talked nlout woman In France. whereas I used to clear 6,000 out cf
As aoon as the great minors' strike this after paying exienises, I now lose
heavily each season."
tiow 1n progress was ordered, she
"Is it because you have applied
packed up her trunks and came from your theories?' she was asked.
near
Araao.
of
l,,aoe
"1
"Precisely,"
lier flne country
she
answered.
up found the men working in the fields
the French MtvllMoranean shore,
to the north to help spread anarchy 17 or 18 hours p r dsy, and being'
nourished like dogs. 1 ordered that
and revolution.
given, meat and wine, a noon
For this Is the stron g IMilnt of the!th0j.
fttnvonne. and she aims at the
hour and no cut in wages, ai
recognized ry his the end of the year I barely paid exiinvinn nf
tory " the success of the famous penses and more than 100 cart loads ;
crowned of hay had boon lost, the working
Mrieourt,
Thcroigne d
Ooddess of Reason l.y the French hours not having sufficed to get all
revolul binaries under the. Terror and In lief ore the bad weather.'
enthroned In the cihedral of Notre
"And did that discourage you?"
"Not at ell. The next year 1 anltaip.
The Citovtine So vie believes that nounced that men should workionly
anarchist principles should be applied eight hours with the old ipay. I lost
In their entirety, with Individual heavily, of course, but I have adhered
rights and equality of possession. This to my principles, and have made the
preaches farm laborers comfortable."
la what, the cltoyenne
whenever he takes the stump.
"And grateful?"
days with
She demands eight-hou- r
The cltoyenne laughed.
Boclal
of
beginning
full pav a' fhe
"Dear me, no! 1'hey scorn me as
It is largely because she flaw either too soft to be respected, or
She
the opportunity to urge this that
else entirely mad. But the seed has
rushed to Lens to help the miners been sown and they are acquiring
strike.
the eight hour habit so as to try
held up In forcing It onto others. They may say
Aain and again she waswho
wanted aliout me what they plea
they have
the streets by policemen
to arrest her; but. she was able to adopted my principle without knowprove each time that he had said ing how or why."
or done nothing beyond what tihe law
The Cltoyenne Sorgue, In addition
allowed her as a right, and o she to her fine looks, has a great deal of
waa able to continue.
magnetism, and an eloquent voice,
Many charges were brought against which wins everybody to her way of
her for her ambiguous ppositlou as a thinking. A great part, of her in-- ;
property owner Inciting to revolt fluence Is due to hor eccentric but pic-against other property owners, and turesque dress, a man's felt hat, a
she attempted an answer as she pass- white skirt, a blue bnlero, and a scar-let. sash, emblem of tne revolution,!
ed through Paris:
"It Is tru that I own 150 acres of for which she pines.

DIAMOND

c
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Summer Rates West
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You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and
Petrified Forest,
Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELE8 AND R TURN . . . .
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
8AN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
July, August and Septemler.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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gives much valuable infor

nation on the one thousand uses
of Borax in the Home.
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SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

CONTENTS
to Have a Clir Compltxlotu
Articles on th Hair ami Hands.
Borax In tha Launtfry, Nursary end
How

Kitchen.

I TIT
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Borax In the Sick Room.
Preservative Uses of Borax, eta.

I

This Book is FREE

1

Of your dealer, or on postal request of
Pacific Coast Borax Co., Chicago, lU.
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SENATOR SMOOT'S ORDEAL
r

MADAME

SORXJUB IlELD UP BY

AFTER RATE BILL

GOMES
'

REPORT WILL BE ADVERSE TO
MORMON
THE
SENATOR
SEAT-QUESCHANCE TO RETAIN

TION

TWO-THIRD-

S

OF
MAJORITY
OF
VOTE ON FIRING

HIM.

Special Correspondence:
May 15. One of
Washington, D.
the first things to occupy the senate
efter the rate bill will be the ousting
of Reed Smott, Mormon.
It Is considered by his colleagues
to bo against public policy to permit
a man to sit In the senate who Id
one icr the tweleve, apostles of the;
Mormon church, and who, in that capacity. Is quietly countenancing polygamy.
In addition, some senators, who
have followed the Investigation, feel
that the demands of the church on
its members, and particularly upon
Its highest officials, Is regarded by
such officials and mem ben as superior
to the oath which a senator Is called
upon to take.
Reed Smoot will not be ousted for
ijiolygamy.
The charge that he Is a
qjolygamist, or ever has lived with
more than one wife, was not substan- tiated by the testimony brought be-fore the committee or Inquiry. It
that Mr. Smott waa married to
Alpha M. Eldredge in September,
1884, and that he lias been true to
this wife. She has lately been with
him in Washington. The two live
at a fashionable family hotel known
as "Tie Highlands," and Mrs. Smoot
is generally liked by the wivts ot
congressmen who have met her.
The committee on privileges and
elextions, of which Senator Burrows
of Michigan, Is. chairman, will make
a report adverse to Smoot, an del ght
of Its members will be recorded In
Its favor, the other five lielng of the!
opinion that Smoot Bhould remain In
the senate.
The question which, the senate, wil
have to face is whether Smoot Is to
te expelled or "eliminated." It re- -

A

POLICEMAN

AT

LENS.

Now is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantage of the low rat.ee to the east. Tickets on sfcle at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota.
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyoming: June
also June
inclusive, and July
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.

Every person is mak

DENVER

ing the best use of the ad

It is said, has been elected professo?
of history in the territorial university of New Mexico, at Albuquerque.
Prof. Richrads Is one of the best
educators in New Mexico, and his
many friends will be glad to learn that
his faithful services have been appreciated, as indicated by his call to
this hixher work. He has twice been
in
Instructor of teachers' Institutes,
Uncoln county, and In each Instance
satisfaction.
has given universal
White Oaks Outlook.

vantages offered him when he has
a bank account. Conditions approach the Ideal more closely when
every pe rson with an Income keeps
a bank account.
One day a well to do farmer
came into the bank. He said he
was building a barn. We told him
of tlie advantages of a checking
account. This farmer had lived
in the community for twenty years
and never had had a bank

&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World' '

ESCAPE FROM
SERIOUS ACCIDENT.
John Bixler had a narrow escape
morning,
from death on Thursday
He built the barn, paid the mabetween 8 anil 9 o'clock, says the
sons, carpenters, painters by writWilliams News. He was driving his
team, out of ttnvn. on the Ash F rk
ing out a check to each for the
road, and when he reached the rail
amount
he owed them. All of the
crossing,
brewery,
the
road
al the
material for the barn, was paid for
wagon was nt nick by a log train
by check.
which was backing Into the mill. Mr.
That fanner did not close his
Bixler was thrown out, landing on his
account when the barn was finhead and shoulders, bsmg severely
ished; he ihad learned the conbruised. The wagon was consider
venience and safety of a checking
ably damaged, but the lines, becoming
account at the bank.
fastened In t'ne front, wheel, kept the
tea.ni from running away. It Is more
than likely that he will institute suit THE BANK OF COMMERCE
company for
siirninst the rallr.ad
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
negligence.
NARROW

t.

i
'

'

McCORMICK WINS CONTEST
FOR PECOS VALLEY LAND.
B. F. MrCormlck received a tele
gram from his attorney at Washing-

on Thursday saying that
of Mrs. Nancy E. Pettlt
the
against hi land entry made two
years ao. had been dismissed for
want jf substantial evidence, sayls
tho Artesian Advocate.
Mr. Mcl'ormlck and the community
generally have been elated eiver tne
news. Mr. McCormick came here
from Kentucky, brought, a relinquishment en a plece cf land near the Penasco and made hi filing in goou iauu.
He we'iit lwick to his native state and
gal his family and moved to Artesia.t
A contest was Instituted ny Mrs. rn-tion the allegation that the entry-mawas not an actual resident of
New Mexico at the time of the nllng,
has heen deprived
and the content
or the use and benefit of the. land
Tor the past year and a half, pending a decision from the commissioner
at Washington. The decision that
knocks out the contest Is based on
the same points that won the Clayton case.

ton,

1

SENATOR REED SMOOT, OF UTAH.
quires a

vote to expel,
a plain majority is enough to
"tlimlnate." If the latter method is
adopted a resolution will express the
sentiment of the senate that Reed
Smoot 1e no longer permitted to sit
as a member.
Senator Bailey of Texas, who is a
pretty good constitutional
lawyer,
will make a strong peech In favor
of requiring a twthlrda majority. He

does not care particularly aliout pro- testing Mr. Smoot, but he holds that
a very important precedent would be
created by the removal by a plain
majority vote of a man who had been
sworn in and had served several
years. If Bailey makes good with his
argument, Smoot will finish his term
In the senate, as there are not enough
senators against hint to make up the
s
majority.
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General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR
SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEX-ACRranch, aliout three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best Irrigating conditions; raise anything; best soil in
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
transplanting.
LOTS In different parts of the city.
W ill sell cheap on monthly payment
plan.
E

Special Record Breaking Offer.
TWO LOTS, one big store witn full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms In store; large back
yard; barn, and wagon shed; 2- tmmoiltatplv
. . niflrin
-.
... TVillre- - fnr
w. Tnroiitt
room house adjoining the store.
uieu iiuiuuio Jjupez wuu juuu ratuDEATH
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
eco took a horse and buggy and went MAN BURNED TO IN B1SBEE FIRE
Prices and other Information deIn one direction, while the blood- of
body
The frightfully burned
sired made known on application In
hounds from the prison were set on
morgue
and
person or writing to owner.
Wyman in the
y
another trail. When overtaken, Ray William
frame work of the
made no attempt to escape and was the charred
on
dwelling of William Stack
taken into custody without any diffi- the hill above the Brewery street
culty
lumber yard, tell the story of the
923 So. Second St.
worst fire Bisbee has had In a long
SURVEYING FOR SITE
Miner. It started Albuquerque,
says
Bisbee
time,
New Mexico
the
FOR RESERVOIR DAM.
midnight and
Thomas Lyons,
of the a few minutes after
PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
Lyons & Cainplicll Cattlo company, burned for an hour.
Discovery that Wyman had lost, his
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
has had a surveying party at work
3
until about
on the Gila river near Red Rock, north life w:m not made
Mr. Stack
Sealed bids endorsed ''Bid for City
of heiv. and told the residents ot o'clock this morning when
'hrouph the ruins o 1.1s house Building Bonds" and addressed to the
that section that he was surveying a
.
wi
Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,
she for a dam. which he contemplat.. .. ..... . "City
remains lying uy
will be received at the office of the
ed bulldine on the river, which would
. . . in
Til m 11.111
n,i..w. iHI
li V1IU TWiii
-i no
v
V".
t
HUP'
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., un
' 't
to tho window to escape but til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1900, for
..i.r
W
nun.
Vy
UUJlc
itii
Url()UlH
ItlulfU tlArf h Jf Innn ami nrk(lf A O
an Issue of thirty thousand (130,000)
It had been thought that dollars of city building bonds of the
large 'farming district.
The Irds-- to P'"
mm
nue
!,,,! l.llral
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A eertt
the:"" l1"'!occupants OI
An intoxicated man who was fled check for one thousand ($1,000)
,h... Is fe.isthie tm that t "would re-- !
rushing
into
the dollars must accompany each bid.
ruiml from
diiir.. dm e.u.iii.1 nt iho luin.t of the
house wliile it was in flames is said sum to he forfeited to the city
reclamation service'.
thought to havo realized his predica- as liquidated damages, by the bidder
ment.
He was too intoxicated, how- - in case of failure ol performance by
MUST HAVE BEEN
v, r' 1,1 'ter anyinins iuieuer inan a
him If his bid Is accepted.
SET ON FIRE.
The origin of the fire which to- - lra,1"f' Jumble. A stream or water
Said city building bonds are to be
stop
to
was
Mm
f,,s' turned on
his Issued In the denomination of one
tallv destroyed the home of C. B.
headway
was
into the house. This
Hitilinger, at Chloride,
still a mysthousand (11,000) dollars each, are
to to bear interest t a rate not to exfiremen having finally
savs tho Hillsboro Advocate.
kn,M'k
'"' down.
Mr. and Mrs. Hullinger were at the
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
Monument, mine at the time where
,!a!lV wm.t Buff,.r five minutes with and are to be sold at not less than
BJth principal and
.'ii. IliuiiiiKi-- i nan ItlllllttlL IK7T UMC.rrnn..
i
t:ioc- - their par value.
York
lug the tunnel, and had not lieen lntrlt. (Hi vm apply Itnr.acts nomas'
magic Interest are to bet itald in New
like
once.
at
tne
city and tho Interest Is to be payable
house for at least Iivei
days.
on the first days oi jau
The building and contents
A Lusty Knock.
were a total loss, and many articles
uarv and July of each year.
!!'
is in Wichita, today,
Impossible, to replace, were destroyed,
Said bonds are to be payable at the
!,, professional business and
by tiie fire, which broke out at the exi'iHis i taL In the, Bernhardt imt option of the city, twenty (20) years
unseemly hour of midnight, and which forma:, v tonight just for Instance,
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
Tho right Is re
l'seir gave the alarm by explexilng alalili,
,,iy it0h blood doesn't care years after date.
number of cartridges.
Tho flame;tw( wlj,,.,s iu a rain barrel for these served to rejiM-- t any and all bids.
nail, rowever. made too much twad-- , er.i.v iv..n,.i,
For further information, address
fi rlnes k'imnin
way. to all. w tlmo for rescue work. (K " .lournal.
Harry F. loc, City Clerk. Albuquer-
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A.

two-stor-

The telegram did not state on
what charge the arrest was to be
made. Merely ordering Harrison to be
fceld until the arrival of the San Juau
county officials.
It Is understood that Harrison was
Indicted by the recent grand Jury of
San Juan county and that the urrest
was ordered by the sheriff of that
county under this Indictment. Harrison has been traveling through New
MURDER IN THE
SECOND DEGREE Mexico selling stallions for breeding
A Roswell special says that Samuel l.urpoBes.
Houston, tried in the district court of
Chaves county last week for the niur-d- "i MAY ESTABLISH A
NURSERY AT ESTANCIA.
of Charles Johnson at Roswell,
D. R. Viviou of Columbus, Mo., inus
was found cuiltv of murder In the sec
ond degree; his sentence has not yet been in tho valley for se veral days,
brea pronounced. The Jury united in making an examination of the ooil,
for mercy. Hous- - as to its fitness for fruit, says the
a lecomir.e-udutloton killed Johnson April 4ih of the Kstancla News. If he is satisfied with
present year on the streets of Rob- - the soil he exjiects to ope'ii a nursery
'in the valley. He has tent a nuniveil.
ler 1 sampLis of soil from different
parts of tho valley to the State Agrl- MINING CAMPS VOTE
FOR LOCAL OPTION cultural colk-gat Columbia, for
to the summit and to the aminatlon, and eximcu reperts on
Copper Hill mining camp will have to these fchortly. Mr. Viviou is an
their extract of maize with them, perienced nurseryman and the locar
in t'ne
of such an
or do without its exhilarating iuflu-jtio- n
as those two places held local valley by him will mean much for
option elections a few days ago, and Torrance county.
went dry by good big majorities, cays
the Arizona Register It is said that ESCAPED FROM JAIL
AND THEN RECAPTURED
other mining camps and localities are
'. a. Day, who has beeu In Hie
to hold local option elections soon,
and ll tney uo tne tnirsty win nave io county Jml at Santa Fe for three
come all the way to Globe to quench months awaiting trial for forgery, escaped ut 2:3o o'clock Sunday after- their thirst,
noon by climbing over the buck wall,
SAN JUAN COUNTY
,ut was recaptured within an hour by
PRISONER ARRESTED! policemen Romulo Upez and Juan A DESERVED PROMOTION
Had Done His Share.
I'pon receipt of a telegram from the l'aeheco two miles beyond Arroyo
FOR PROF. RICHARDS.,
you have done your part
'.--Hu-I Hondo.
Prof. D. M. Richards, who for the in
tiheriff of San Juan county, C. R.
an era of prosperity?"
.4
his
The wall at the rear of the Jail is piiet five years or more has had tho
w. :i. I've done all I e uld. I had
ber of the mounted v lice went to
Uiards, over charge of the preparatory of depart-- tin :.!. insured heavily five years
of king
Raton Saturday nlglt and urrested F. constructed
M. Harrison, bring eg l.lm to Santa which Hay climbed with little dilli-- i lnent (,r the Agricultural college at a
a
my house with un'hraclte
Fe for safe keeping. A deputy from culty. He had been gone but a short Me silla Park, but w ho was recently pi.a
v. with the Standard's
ktro- yan Juan Is expected to urrlvo In time when the jail officials learned let out t give place to a ledative of! mi,
my buildings la
I
all
had
Santa Y to take liai'.lfou back with of bib escape and arrangements werejone of the renins of that institution, sur
ii! t Hie the othe r day.
him.

KILL
ENTIRE FAMILY
The report was brought up from
Magdalena Saturday morning of the
murder of a family by Yaqui Indians
near that city last Friday. The report was brought In by a passenger
on the train and no particulars were
given, says the Tombstone Prospector.
YAQUI INDIANS

A.

Bratina

Shortest and quickest
Una from
Santa F to Denvor, Pueblo and Colorado 8prlnga, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Donvar and Pueblo with
all line east and west Tlmo aa qulok
and ratea aa low aa by other llnaa.
PULLMAN
8LEEPER8,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR

CARS.
On all through

train.

No tlraaoma

delaya at any atatlon.
For Illustrated advertlalng
matter
or Information, addreca or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Saata Fe, New Mex.

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all point North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
train dally, carrying standard and tourist aleepera, otrvEt!2rt J!n
Ing cara, chair car and coachea. For any trip, anywhere, any tim
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars ee any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V.

General Agent.

t

R. STILL o
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

i rax

Santa

Fe Central Railway System
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que, N. M.
Uy

order of the citv council.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.

May 2, 1106.
o
Not a thing harmful in Ono Minute
a cough
Cough Cure, but it

quickly, cuts the phlegm. Healing
and so thing. Sold by J. H. O Rielly
&

Co.

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship ticket to all rarti
of the World.
Connection at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your frelgnt via the Chicago, Rock Island & Taclflc railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
g. B. GRIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO.
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and PasB. At.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
Stoma-- h

Trouble.

0
(1

4

Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
resisted residuit of Faisonia, Miss.,

was sick with stonioeh trouble for
more than six months.
Chamber-Iain'- s
Stomach and Uver Tablets
cured her. She says: "I can now
eat anything 1 want and am the
proudest woman in the world to find
such a good medicine." For sale by
all druggists. Samples frte.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
Impure blood run
you
down
nuikes you au easy victim for organic
difcwtses.
Wood
burdock's
Ititters
purities the blood curea the cause
builda you up.
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WILLING HELPERS.
What' the use of a helper, If o
he Isn't willing? Willingness I
aa ample mantle which will al- - o"
most cover all the slna of aerv- - V
Ice. But a classified advertise- ment In The Evening Citizen is a a"
willing helper that is not only
absolutely competent, but also Is
a willing worker. It works all v
tho time for you. It la the best
and most economical publicity In V
the world.

MiMiHHUiUti
o

Slyvester U. Garcia, agent for com
plete story of San Francisco earth- nuako and fire. Leave orders at Iiriirus'
drug store, corner of First btreet and
Gold avenue.

TUESDAY, MAY

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

15. 1906.
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Just Like Finding It
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If yon found a silver dollar lying on the street
won hi you hesitate, long before picking it tip? I
think nut. If you hail an opportunity to save a clean
silver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
a'iy room would you take advantage of It? I think
of

That's Junt. wl at we nie offering With any price
furniture sold at this store I will save you at least

a

clean silver dollar.
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BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

MAYOR ROBERT A. SMITH.
St. Paul, Minn.. Mav 15. The
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BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND

We are offering some very speclul prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
RAILROAD

,nun'br cf the laborers

NOTES

The wrecked train was the South
Granie to clear the main line of a
blockade three miles west of that
iace, caused by some freight
jumping the track.
The wiecu was caused v th htw
derrick used In picking up wreckage
and clearing off tracks.
causing an equipment car loaded wittt
Ues and tools, to Jump the track.
The wrecking train was running
about thirty miles an hour when the
wreck occurred.
Luckily the
Golden State limited and the
first section of No. 10 had passed Oor-ter- a
and were not delayed. The second section of No. 10 was caught behind the wreck and compelled to lay
over at Maricopa.
The Tucson Citizen, In describing
tine wreck, says "the efflclencv of
the telegraphophone
system was
shown Immediately after the wreck
1 his is tne plan by which
the caliooses
are equipped with a telephone system for communicating with the dispatcher's office here. In emergency
cases.
"As there was no telegraph office
within several miles of the wreck, the
telegraphophona was used. A brake- man climbed a pole and attaching!
the wire carried In the caboose to
the telegraph wires, established com-- i
munication with the dispatcher's of-- !

The "Dynometer" car, which went
west a few weeks ago. Is expected
here again tomorrow.
firemen are
preparing to be examined for promotion. The exact date of the examination has not been set, but It will
take place some time during the next
two weeks.
C. A. Morse, chief tnpineer of the
coast lines; J. R. Andrews, his private secretary, and E. T. Flaherty,
assistant resident engineer of the Los
Angeles division, were at Williams,
on Friday.
A class of five

H

west-en- d

east-boun-

The Southern Pacific announces
that during the nine lays following
the fire In San Francisco, it gave free
transportation to 300,000; fares were
paid by 185,000, making a total outgo
of almost half a million. Of this num-er- ,
50,000 went beyond San Francisco

bay territory.

Engineer W. E. Pickering, who was
Injured the first of last week in a
wreck near Tehachapi, Cal., is ree
ported to be convalescing. The
left the track in a tunnel,
suling in a serious hip injury to Mr.
Pickering. It is probable that he will
be on the injured list for 'some time
to o:me.
tn-gin-

...

";

""'
Karl Li. Knignt, a memDer or me -- .
L.uu
coast lines engineering corps lor tne was
nlaae
city,
Santa Fe, spent yesterday in this
leaving last evening for San Francis-- 1
where he goes to take charge of nUUUltltll KAIjC
work1
some
railroad construction
which will keep him at that city for
DIU SUBSCRIPTION
some length of time. Mrs. Knight did
not accompany him but will remain 'ORDER TURNS OVER $80,000
FOR
In this city as the gues.t of her mothNATIONAL
FRATERNAL
er, Mrs. L. J. Rummel.
Tom Smith, an employe of Wright
The Modern Woodmen of America
& Drew,
for the
company, are up and doing in regard to the Na
Construction
Fraternal Sanitorium. A Denwho are engaged on railroad work for tional
ver dispatch says;
was
Bluewater,
near
Fe
Santa
the
brought to this city yesterday suff- will"Within ninety days'by time $80,000
have teen raised
the Modern
ering from a painfully bruised foot.
America and several
caused by a horse falling upon
fhncanJ
dollars mre by the other
mashing ic so badly that amputation
fraternities belonging to the Congress
may become necessary. The man was of
Societies of America, for
taken to the Santa Fe Pacific hos- the Fraternal
construction of the most modern
pital.
largest
and
sanitorium in the world,
near Las Vegas, N . M. The sanitorGILA VALLEY, GLOBE &
ium
will le used as a heaJth resort
NORTHERN IMPROVEMENTS.
The amount ft work being done on for consumptive members of the sothe new line of the Gila Valley, Globe cieties. Law rates will be charged,
San and in rr.any cases the entire expense
& Northern railroad between
Carlos and Bowie Is very great, and will bo oorne by the association.
"The sio for the sanitorium is near
is being pushed with great rapidity.
The roadbed when completed, will not Las Vegas, N. M. It consists of 11,000
acres
of land, donated by the Santa
only be beyond the reach of high
waXer, but wm bo c? the most sub- Fe Railroad company.
Much of the
stantial kind, says the Globe Regis- property Is already improved by large,
commodious,
buildings,
ter.
When completed it is believed that erected by the railroad company for
it will soon become a connecting link the purp.Bes to Which they will be
of the Arizona Eastern to the pres- applied.
ent line of the Southern Pacific, and
Try a Citizen want ad.
will thus become a part of a great
transcontinntal line. Globe will then
be on a side line of aliout thirty-fivmiles in length.
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Regulates the bowels.
promotes
easy, natural movements, cures con
stjpation Doan's Rojrulets. Ask your
druggist for thm; 25 cents a Ikix.
OF LOCALIMTEREST

d

"As soon as the report of the wreck

i

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00: now
S52.B0 ta ai?ino
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con- -'
corns. MucKDoaras, spring wagons, etc. Out of town business solicited.
write lor catalogue and prices

Miss Mable Green and little sister,
f Estancia, went to Albuquerque,
last week. Miss Mable will return

and spend the summer with her aunt,
Mrs. F. D. Carpenter, on the ranch.
Messrs. Nisbett and Stewart went
to Albuquerque to purchase several
driving tearr.3 Tor their llverv stable,
which they have opened here. Es- News.

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner Flrtt and
Road.

$27.00

Tljera

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

re

election of Major Robert A. Smith,
democrit, by a plurality ot 1.6 1
votes, in ihls city, normally republican. Is considered as a direct answer to prayer.
This U the vkw the women of the
St. Paul's corps. Volunteers vf America, take of the outcome of the battle
of ballots.
This Is Mayor Smith's fourth con
secutive election and he was three
terms previously mayor of St. Paul.
He Is a benign, kindly man, formerly
wealthy, but now in moderate circumstances, who sold his homestead to
pay depositors in a bank In which he
was Interested that failed.
The Volunteers are joyous over the
election outcome.
"We prayed for Mayor Smith's election," said Captain Christine Evanson.
of the woman's corps, "because we
believe him to be a kind. Christian
gentleman. He 'has always had a kind
word or some cheerful encouragement
for the Volunteers, and as we women
could not vote, we did the only thing
we could, prayed for him.
The Volunteer "lassies" sent Mayor
Smith a big bouquet the day after
election.

tancia

Our Top Buggies and
Runabouts must mora
We need the floor
pac for another car.
It's a time to help
yourself by helping ns.
$46.00 to $108.00

THIS WITH YOUR POLICY.
COMPARE
Weekly sick benefit, $50; weekly
$10,000 policy provides:
accident benefit, $50; If injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, In ten annual installments; In
case of death, $10,000; cash, or paid up Insurance nt maturity. Divi-

Room No.

1

8ADDUf

L

k

Into Yours

$10,803,293.00
946,362.06
4,637,746.61
94,836,637.00

dends paid annually.
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further Information, Call on or address,

M

Pocket

A

STREET

'

Out of Our

STATEMENT SHOWS:

Approved Assets
Surplus to Policy Holders
Income for 1905
Insurance In Force

J, D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
CORNER COAL

ANNUAL

THIRTY-EIGHT-

yc a.

Go.

OF CALIFORNIA
Largest Life Insurance Co. West of the Mississippi

FOHTS HELPED
PAUL'S MAYOR.

Tiamaiy i m w

i1

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

WOMEN
07 VOLUNTEER9
AMERICA BELIEVE THEIR

OOOO

O

(

LASSIES PRAYED

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Armijo Building.
Auto, Phono-

1, N. T.

Albuquerque
-

m.

BIDS WANTED

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

The city of Albuquerque intends
erecting on its property at the corner
of Second street and TIJeras avenue
a two-stobuilding for city purposes
including city hall, office rooms, Jail,
fire department, etc.
The building is to be one hundred
feet by one hundred feet facing Second 6trect and Tijeraa avenue and to
ie uuilt of cement blocks or pressed
brick trimmed with cement blocks. It
Is to have an elevated ornamental roof
with clock tower in front and hose
tower in rear. Fire department of
said building is to be in rear, entrance on Tljeras avenue and Is to be
thirty feet in width bv total denth
of building one hundred feet, both up
Biir una uown. uasement to be under as much of building as may be
needed.
Building to be heated by steam.
Plumbing and heating to be included
in figures of cost of building.
Sketch plans embodying the above
with estimates of cost, are invited.
Cost not to exceed $30,000.00. To
be in the hands of the chairman of the
building committee not later than
noon, June 1, 1906, provided the same
shall be done free of expense to the
city, the city council reserving the
right, either to purchase comnlete de
tail plans of the successful designer.
or to place the successful designer in
full charge of the construction of said
ouiiding, or to reject au plans submitted, as it may see fit.
A general idea as to what will be
required In the way of rooms, vaults,
steel cells for Jail, etc., may be had by
calling on the undersigned.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
Chairman of Building Committee.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

ry

May 10, 190C.

Foundry and

730

Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftiags.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Ropalru on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnmry m Mooelmlt
Foundry east side ot railroad tiack.
Albaqaerqae. n. u

RIO GRANDE. LUMBER CO,

ELITE CAFE

Gt nral Bgtlding Supplies

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

xxxx-exxxxx-

2

CARPET

STEAM

CLEAN ND

THORNTON 1 ho Clcrntr
Cleans everything.
He 4 the
1

Furniture

Man.

!

Moving, uack- - Y

lng and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street.

XXXXXXXXX4
Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, I.ap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Casa paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
PAINTS,

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

FIGURE ONWITH US

4

JT

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

ORDER
J. KALBUQUERQUE,

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Presses & Farm Machinery

Kay

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE. o

j j

K)C)COC)OCOCxaXX)CXXXXXXXXXX3

Wootton

if
if I
1

CP
CD

AND

Ranches

CD
5

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire, patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerqu.

Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

Los Angeles, May 21, 1906
GRAND ELECTRIC PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHRINERS IN LINE
GORGEOUS FLORAL PARADE
DAY FIRE WORKS
A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT

and

Farms

OOCXXOOCC

RANKIN & CO.

f

f1

O

7",

lm

Lucero

IIP TO DATE SIGNS
"MMSMMMiMMMnBHa
208 WE8T 8ILVER AVE..

A. E. WALKER,
riRK

CX)CXXXDCXXDCXXXXXXXX)0000

SCREEN TIME
and Window
here.
screens made to order.
Door

la

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine IJne of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your order for
this line with us.

KOCOCOXX)CXDCXXX)C)OCOCjO

A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building AasocW
at 217 West Raliro4

tlon. Office
avenue.

M.

7.

ESTATE-NOTA- RY

PUBLIC.
Room &, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Automatic Telephone, 174.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

Cigars and Tobacco

All Klnda of Fresh Meat.

300 North Broadway,

corner of

jgfjpso- -

The Santa Fe Railway company
Angeles and to repins faith to
by
construction
inforced concrete
awarding a contract for $280,OUO for a
reinforced concrete freight depot
of a mile long, to be erected
on Santa Fe avenue, extending from
Third to Fourth street in the Angel
City, says the Express.
The immense building will be built
under the direction of General Manager Wells and Acting Chief Engineer
Morse of the Santa Fe Railway company, in accordance with drawing's
and specifications prepared by Harrison Albright .architect of Ixis Angeles, and under his supervision.
The contract for the building has
been awarded to Carl Loenardt, also
Angeles, he being the lowest
of
bidder for the work among a number
of noted builders from various parts
of the country.
of the
The extreme dimensions
building will be 1.320 feet in length
by 91 feet in wid'h. The building will
be constructed entirely of reinforced
concrete, with clear pans
columns of sixty feet.
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one-quart- er

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Helen

Santa Fe Railway

Of 1.00U business tod residence loi, size 25x142 feet, laid out with 'broad 80 and
!
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school louse, eoel-.- f
414,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,600 tnbabltsnts; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; tare hotels,
Miliuruui, ate. Belen
the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beaai and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated
t t.

fi

AT CORTER A, ARIZONA.
laborer was killed,
Mexican

.e

r8T

LIMITED

effared are

In

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
s
Alio a
modern bote!

Uti Lai xcci yard, drua store, bsreest tbup. etc, etc.

thme seriously injured and ten others sustained miiv r injuries In a,

;

W.LL

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND
We need a

first-cla- n

:

M

JOHN BECKER,
Bssastsss

The
President

WET.

NORTH

AND SOUTH,

bakery, tailor t&op. shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shot, elaalag

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Cor-tera-

-

&

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite

SOUTHERN PACIFIC WRECK

wreck on the Southern Pacific at
west of
Ariz., twvlve miles
Saturday
o'clock
3'
Tucson, at
morning.
Within an hour a relief train bad
lwu made up in Tucson. wi'h physihurand
cians and nurs.s a'.'u-.lried to the sctiie of tlio wreck to give
medical attention to the injuredThere were many narrow escapes,
and it was by the merest good for-

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Balan is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Is

One

Cui-o- ff

elGBi

ToiAn

DEEDS.

and lmnrnxement Cnmssanw
WM.

i

and

Washington avenue, Albuquerque, N. 11.

e

LOS ANGELES TO HAVE
AN IMMENSE FREIGHT DEPOT

.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10. N. T. Armijo Building.

--

TOT I A OR API

213 215 217

RENTALS

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

BALLIXO,

WEDDING

Myer,

&

Real Estate

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

LAS FLORES

N. M.

203

At Consistent
Prices

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

& CO.,

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

IN HONOR OF THE

Works

,

Why take a dozen things to curei
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Ijaxative:
Kennedy's
that cough?
Not If as Rich as Rockefeller.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Honey and Tar allays allays the con
you
haul
a.ll thn wonltih
If
PnrViL
gestion, stops that tickling, drives the feller, the Standard Oil magnate you
EMIL KLEINWORT.
cold out through your bowels.
could not buy a better medicine for Masonic Building, North Third Street.
by J. H. O Rlelly & Co
nowei complaints than Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No. The most
eminent physician can not
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre- prescribe
THE CELEBRATED
a better nrenaration for
pared to give thorough scalp treat colic and diarrhoea,
both
for
children
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, and adults. The
unlfor msuccess of
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She this remedy has shown
It to be sugives massage treatment and manicur perior to all others.
It never fails,
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
when reduced with water and
0. complexion cream builds up the and
it is pleasant to take.
skin and improves tha complexion, sweetened,
Every family should be supplied with
and Is guaranteed not to be injuri- It. Sold by all
druggists.
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Bottled In Bend.
"flair falling out; restores life to dead
Remember, Eureka !a the onlv lime
hair; removes moles, warts and susold here that will not pop, crack or
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile mister in tne wall. See that it is
cure. All of these preparations are specified in your contract.
purely vegetable compounds. Have
HAHN & CO.
Distillers.
o
just added a vibrator machine for
KY.
FRANKFORT,
A torpid. Inactive liver can protreatment of scalp, face and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for rtieuma-tism- , duce m&re bodily ills than almost anything else. It is good to clean the
pains and massage.
system out occasionally, stir the liver
MELINI & EAKIN
"Doan's Ointment cured me of ec- - up and get. Into shape generally. The
Sole Agents.
zema that had annoyed nie for a best results are derived from the use
long time.
The cure was perma-- I of DeWitt's Little Early Risers. ReAlbuquerque,
N. AT.
nent." H, n. S. W. Matthews, com-- I liable, effective, pleasant pills, with a
Automatic Phone, 199.
missioner of labor statistics, Augusta, reputation.
Nexer grille. Sold by J.
Maine.
H. O Rielly & Co.

LA FIESTA DE

Machine

P. MALL, Proprietor

M. BEPvGER, Secretary

PAGE EIGHT.

IlLBUQUEItQUE

Ing over the plant. Mr. Merriara Is
accompanied by Mrs. Merrlam. end
thry are In the city Jurt for the
while rn route crs! fr m their home
at Ixn; Beach, Cal.

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL

E.

DAY AND WEATHER.

SEAS ON A EIL E

Generally fair tonight, and Wednesday; warmer In south portion tonight.

MOES

reasonable, priced"
TUB P.EST VALUES

IN STI.YF. FIT

rVil TUB PRICE.

MEN'S

WORK

AND

QUALITY

Sun rise, 4:55; set 6:57; length 14
hours and 2 minutes. Moon rose at
12:59 this morning. Day was pleat-an- t
and agreeable, but a good rain
would be quite acceptable. There has
so far this spring, In this Immediate
section, been much less rain than had
fallen by this time last year. How
ever, vegetation is well advanced for
the time of year. On this day, 1867,
Maximilian, whom France wanted to
place on the throne of Mexico, surrendered to the forces of that republic, icing subsequently tried, convicted and executed as a usurper. On this
day in 1900, there met In this city a
convention, called by Governor Otero
to protest against the Stephens' bill,
the said bill of the Texas congressman
having for its purpose the prevention,
In the Interests of Mexico, of any adin the
ditional Irrigation extension

OBTAINABLE

SHOES FROM

81 50 to S3 00
$3 50 to 4 00
MEN'S CANVAS SHOES, LEATHER
SOLES
si 50
MEN'S
OXFORDS,
CANVAS
OR
LEATHER ....81 50 TO 84 OO
women's shoes
8150 to 8 4 00
women's oxfords
81 25 to S3 50
women's slippers
81 10 to 82 50
children's shoes and slipPERS
85 TO 82 25
men's dress shoes from

territory

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery tore, are jure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out flrst what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and 120 8outh Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynard

Co

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
"We invite your inspection.
ARCH

FRONT.

SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.

THE SODA THIRST
.

It has

come and we were never

better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.

NEW
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY
J. HO'RIELLY CO, Druggists

LUMBER,

-

Barnett Building

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

,

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque
First and Marquette,

EVEI

mm

Lumber-Co-

.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watobea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Subscribe for the

Sheriff Perfecto Armljo Is In Santa
Fe today on official business.
Charles F. Brown, of Bernalillo, Is
visiting In the metropolis today.
Attorney Thomas Phelaa was a pas
senger fcr Santa Fe thi morning.
Dr. P. G. Cornish lias returned from
a professional .trip to W Inslow, Ariz.
Owing to pay day at the shops.
most of the stores will keep open un
til 10 o'clock tonight.
Attorney James G. Fitch, of So
corro, itaased' through, the city this
morning, en route to Santa Fe.
John D. Hughes, the carpenter and
architect, who was at Sawta Fe on
business, returned to the city last
night.
was granted
A marriage license
this morning to Richard O. BaWt and
B.
Hogan, both of Albu
Frances
querque.
The central committee of the Tax- iwyers" league will meet at the office
of the Opinion Publica tomorrow
night at 8 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. P. N3. Sullivan,
of
414 West Tijeras avenue, are enter
taining an addition to the family, a
daughter, born may 13.
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Chadbourne
have moved Into the two-storbrick
on North Twelfth street, where they
will roalde In the future.
Gregory Page, the Gallup hotel man,
returned home on the limited train
today. Mr. Page "was in the city for
the purpose of consulting his attorney m legal matters.
George C. Cowles, an official of the
American Lumber company, will leave
tonight for Saginaw, Mich., where
he will visit relatives and friends for
a month or six weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Lovell left this
morning with a view to locating some
place east of Kansas City. Mr. Ijovell
recently sold hia Interests
In the
Crown photograph gallery.
The children c,f the Immaculate
Conception school, under the guidance of several of the sisters, left
early this morning to spend the day
picnicing on the mesa east of the
city.
Mrs. Albert Grunsfeld got away last
night on her journey to Germany,
first visiting relatives and friends in
Chicago and Philadelphia, thence to
New York City where she will sail on
Thursday, May 24.. .
A. E.
The New Mexican says:
Goss, of Albuquerque, arrived in. the
rlty yesterday fr:im the Jemez reserve, where he has been looking over
parties, to
tlio timber for eastern
whom he will report as to Its condl-t.oand value.
The feast cif San Felipe the biggest day of the year In the old town
will be held on Sunday, May 27.
Grand preparations are being made
for t'he feast. A grand program of
exercises will le arranged for the occasion and published In The Evening
Citizen some time next week.
George E. Brewer, the fire Insurance egent. left on the limited train
today for San Francisoa, 'Where he Is
Fire
called to assist the National
company to adjust Its
Insurance
losses resulting from the earthquake
disaster. Mr. Brewer expects to be
absent from the city some time.
A meeting of the New Mexico board
of pharmacy has been called by B.
Ruppe, president of the board, ror tne
week of May 28. to be held In Ros-weat which time a number of applicants In that section of the territory will be examined aa to their
ability to lecome full fledged druggists.
D. W. C. Merriam, on the executive
board of the American Lumber company, is spending the day In the city
with President W. P. Johnson, look- y

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE

OF TRAINS.

At 4 o'clock this afternoon all Incoming passenger trains were report
ed on time.

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

of New Mexico.

ARRIVAL

We Invite

Gtuen and Get the News

CITIZEN.

EVENING

a

assistant

Meiller,

I

t'nlted

Slates attorney, has gone to Lis Vera to attend t:ie spring term of the
United Statin court, which opened
there yesterday. Among the Important oasos that will come up for hearing at this I'Tin ;f the court is the
famous Isan train robbery case,
which will have Its third hearing this

TUESDAY, MAY

15, 1906.

juriii

Tuesday We Begin a Special Sale!
To introduce our summer stocks and to exploit the remarkably
LOW PRICES at which we are selling SUMMER GOODS

week.

The quality

Charles Hard way. of Cleveland,
and Robert. Price, of this city,
accompanied by Mrs. W. J. Cardwcll,
left on lie No. 2 passenger train ttits
morning for Glorleta. Mrs. J. R.
Price, nlstyT of Mr. llardway, intended going with tha party this morning,
remained over to fix tip some matters at her residence. She will Join
them at Glorleta tomorrow morning,
and on Thursday morning Miss Hat-tiGoldstein will c.mie down from
la Vegas, when all will go to the
Winston ranch on the upper Pecos
where they will remain during the
summer, fishing, hunting and having
a good time generally.
The coming Saturday nleht at the
Elks' hall, a badger and the famous
McManiM bulldog will
contest
for
honors. The flrst round will oe a
friendly one and for points only. After hat, the two will go at It in the
good,
way, and all those
wiho attjend will witness one of the
best contests of the kind imaginable.
The. badger Is on exhibition at the
San Jose meat market, and today hai
been admired by many (people. Her-lKr- t
Brooks Is personally seeing to
its feed, and today gave It a dose tof
red pepper, which was. greatly rel- shed by the badger.
Low shoes will give comfort
to
your tired feet, and at .the same time
they look neat and dressy. We show
the latest styles for Men; Women and
Children, iblack or tan vlcl kid, va
lour calf, ipatent kid and canvass.
Prices range from $1.25 to 4. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

Our Goods is always the best.
Every article, every garment sold from this store is

Ohl

.of

guaranteed to give satisfaction or money is refunded.

1.

We desire to call special attention

Summer Suits

e

assortn,ent of pattern8 and

UNDERWEAR

Regular Business Suits

We have bought our underwear in
case lots from the manufacturer,
thereby saving Jabbers' profits. We
share the saving with you. Call at
the store and let us show you the

Fin

Regular Dress Suits

line.

Hart, Schaffner

RAILROAD

$15.00

$18.00 to $24.00

$15.00

THE

SIMON STERN

AVE. CLOTHIER

to

..$15.00 to $22.50

Marx 8uit

&

I

THE

8.90

Buslnesa Suit

to

$30.00

RAILROAD

AYE. CLOTHIER

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
inn aiunjl run ai Yin,

FORMLE

SERVICE AND SAVING

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer

beautiful pair of diamond ear
rings, unredeemed; an extraordinary
bargain; only $175. On display in our
how window, 118 Railroad avenue.
Rosenfield, the Pawn Broker. The
man you can trust.
A

TO MAKE THEM MOVE FAST WE HAVE PLACED ON SALE
ALL
OF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND SINGLE BREASTED SACK
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM $16 50 TO
$" AT
THE VERY LOW PRICE OF

o

WANTED. STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. w. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.

--

f15.00 the 5tf

EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.

o

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery,
complete.
including
boiler and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman
Las Cruces, N. M.

TRUNKS, SUn CASES AhD BAGS
EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK. CALL AND INSPECT
OUR LINE
BEFORE BUYING.
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.

o
35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12

NOON TO 2 P. M.

ATTEND OUR $50,000 SALE MAY
19.
IT WILL PAY YOU. L.
KEMPENICH.

12 TO

Whitney Company

Whitcomb Springs Delightful summer resort, is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean .and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

mmimmammMnsimMwammanwaawMuaammaaRiSBJR

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

WE OFFER $50,000 WORTH OF
NEW, STYLISH
GOODS, ALMOST
AT HALF PRICE, AT. OUR "KING
OF SALES," MAY 12 TO 19. L.
KEMPENICH.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
EVERYBODY
12 TO 19.

o

ATTEND
"KING OF SALES," MAY

S

WHITE HATS.

Just arrived, the latent thing

In

white hats, of numerous varieties.
First display of the season, at Madam
Steward-Lamb'tomorrow.

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

s

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,

for

$1.25.

We are making window screens all

mortised together, and aa strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screetv doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

113, H5,

S.

T.VANM.D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN

Eye Sight
Specialist

IVES, THE FLORIST.

ll,

Wear Bifoculs?

If to, let us demonstrate

the advantages

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

Do You

M South First Street

NEW

REFORM
DIFOCULS
olid Lens with two fields
i

manufactured solely by the

MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
made at
strain.
Vann's drug store.

cf our

IN

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

BebberOpticalCo.
IIS

WE TAKE

THOUGHT

SUITS
$12.50 to $30.00

Gold Avenue
TICKETS

H

style-perfecti-

on

Suits
$7.50 to $16

Two-Piec- c

Successors to E. J. POST

Wholesale
and Retail

Cuarantaad

a.

1

1

8 W, B. B. Ave.

IT EL YO U..

rY

Union Underwear

Suits
for Men
$1.25 to $3.00

EXCHANGED

Off

BOSENFIELD'S,

of fit and style, and you could not come in
here and go out as a purchaser unless the
Suit or Overcoat you bought fitted you to
make
our satisfaction. STEIN-BLOCour clothes and this assures the closest approach to fit and
American
tailors can effect. You had better try us- We can beat your tape-lin- e
artist every time.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

BOUGHT. SOLO

R.R.:Anoelatlon
let
Trantactlona
AND

Astrologer
and
Palmist is at 504
West
Railroad
avenue.
corner
of Fifth street,
Garcia building,

119
West Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
6. Second

FREEZERS

room No. 2. Call

and see him at
iMiee.
lie win
,J
tell yo'ir principal object anon.
If
alt him up on Auto-'''" ione 101, ajid ho will answr
C:l ti your prlnciiml object, for a
I
f, over the wire.
Ho gives
And will read the public
wi'hoiu charge. Donate if you wish.
your children delineated to
(
s i;
should follow, when
it they
thev shuiilil marrv.
deKcriirthm
tt
!"'i'n, busings, life and spirit. Walk)
"!
in tnd be seated. IVuf. itelyou
ral you in room 2. Hours, daily
!l

t0 y p. in.

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

i

TRY ONE

NM RD WM I IE Wholesale
and Retail

REFRIGERATORS

the famous Soir,

11

OUR TAILORS KNOW HOW

& COMPANY

J

RUBBER HOSE
GARDEN TOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

hi

WBy

SPADEs7SHOVELS
RAKES

garden"barrows

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

!

